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ABSTRACT
Novel Bio-Imaging Techniques Based on Molecular Switching
Xinxin Zhu
Fluorescence microscopy has been a fundamental imaging tool for life science
research. Fluorescence basically involves only two molecular states: the ground
molecular state and the first singlet excited state (the fluorescent state). Astonishingly,
it greatly diversified the applicability of fluorescence microscopy in many different
ways by incorporating additional molecular states and switching fluorescent
molecules through these three or even more molecular states during the fluorescence
process. This switching mechanism between additional molecular states, either long
lifetime or short lifetime, and two original molecular states actually adds nonlinearity
into the linear fluorescence process, which empowers fluorescence microscopy
additional imaging capabilities. Herein, we developed four distinct new imaging
techniques by taking advantage of this molecular switching mechanism: dark state
dynamics sensing and imaging by fluorescence anomalous phase advance,
genetically-encoded

microviscosity

sensor

using

protein-flexibility

mediated

photochromism, deep tissue imaging with super-nonlinear fluorescence microscopy,
and light-driven fluorescent timer for simultaneous spatial-temporal mapping of
protein dynamics in live cells.
The first technique, dark state dynamics sensing and imaging, effectively correlates
the first triplet state of fluorescent organic dyes with the fluorescence process to
produce fluorescence emission with unexpected phase advance compared with the

excitation light, that reflects the real-time information of organic dyes’ dark states.
The last three techniques all harness the unique on-off switch capability of the optical
highlighter fluorescent proteins: Dronpa, a photo-switchable fluorescent protein, is
demonstrated to experience medium friction during the chromophore’s cis-trans
isomerization process while photo-switching from the bright state to the dark state;
multiphoton fluorescence microscope could achieve higher order nonlinearity and
thus deeper image depth in the scattering sample by the population transfer kinetics of
the photoinduced molecular switches, such as photo-activatable fluorescent protein
etc.; a photo-convertible fluorescent protein, mEos2, shows slow color conversion
from green to red under extremely weak near-UV light, that could be used to time
protein age. No matter fluorescent organic dyes or optical highlighter fluorescent
proteins, the nonlinearity has been demonstrated to create new fluorescence imaging
techniques by switching fluorescent molecules between additional molecular states
and two original molecular states involved in the fluorescence process.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION TO FLUORESCENCE IMAGING

2

1.1

Background
Fluorescence imaging is unequivocally the most versatile and widespread

visualization technique in biological research, drug screening and clinical practice [1].
It was a great tool for the decoding of the human genome project in 2000 [2], and it
will be also highly used for the recently announced Brain Activity Map project. The
wide application of fluorescence imaging is due to its unique features, compared to
other analytical techniques. Fluorescence imaging is known to have noninvasive
detection capability, high brightness, fast scanning rate and so on. As an intermediate
to interact with the target and report the target’s information in fluorescence imaging,
light has much less energy and could minimize the interruption to the target. The large
quantum yield of fluorescence makes fluorescence imaging extremely sensitive.
Nowadays, fluorescence imaging could be recorded at video-rate, by the benefits of
the advanced microscopy detection techniques [3, 4].
In past decades, fluorescence imaging has experienced a fast growing phase.
A variety of novel fluorescent probes has been developed, including synthetic organic
dyes, quantum dots and genetically encoded fluorescent protein. Rationally designed
organic probes can selectively detect small molecules or ions based on the reaction
[5]. Although quantum dots have relatively larger sizes than organic probes and
fluorescent proteins, they are specially stable and have a narrow emission spectrum
which is greatly applicable in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) [6].
Since the first utility of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in 1994, fluorescent protein
has significantly revolutionized the whole of life science research [7]. By linking the
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fluorescent protein gene to the target protein gene, target protein labeled by the
fluorescent protein will be co-expressed to enable direct visualization of structures
and biological events in live cells. As a complement to genetically encoded
fluorescent proteins, chemical tags have been developed to introduce organic
fluorophores into live cells to site-specifically label proteins inside cells [8].
In parallel with the development of new fluorescent probes, advanced
microscopy imaging technologies have been invented to further prompt the use of
fluorescent imaging. Starting from the laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM)
that provides high-resolution fluorescence images in 1980s [9], two-photon excitation
microscopy has been developed to image the scattering tissue to a much deeper level,
almost three times deeper than confocal microscopy [10]. Total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) offers single-molecule fluorescence images with a
high signal-to-noise ratio [11]. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)
maps out the distribution of decay rates of fluorescence in cells [12]. Recently, superresolution fluorescence microscopy has achieved a great breakthrough in the field of
fluorescence imaging. It overcomes the diffraction limit of previous fluorescence
imaging techniques and improves the resolution up to ~20nm now. Super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy basically includes two types: nanoscopy by targeted
switching and readout, including STED, GSD, RESOLFT etc, and nanoscopy by
stochastic switching and readout, including PALM, STORM, PAINT etc [13].
Advanced fluorescence imaging techniques have greatly prompt the study of cellular
structures, gene expression, protein-protein interactions, and a large number of
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biological events with high spatio-temporal resolution and sensitivity.
1.2

Fundamentals of Fluorescence
Luminescence is the emission of light when molecules decay from an excited

electronic state to the ground state, including fluorescence and phosphorescence. This
is one of all the photo-physical processes after a molecule is excited to higher-energy
states by absorbing a photon of certain energy. Molecules at excited states could
decay to lower-energy states through internal conversion, intersystem crossing,
fluorescence and phosphorescence, among which internal conversion and intersystem
crossing don’t emit light. The whole photo-physical processes are illustrated in the
Jablonski diagram (Figure 1-1) [14].

Figure 1-1. Jablonski Diagram and a set of photo-physical processes with the timescale.

A molecule at the fluorescent state (also called the first singlet state) could
either fluoresce to decay to the ground state, or transition to the first triplet state
through intersystem crossing and then phosphoresce by decaying to the ground state
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[15]. Because it’s spin-forbidden to transition from the triplet state to the singlet state,
but allowable for the transition from the singlet state to the singlet state,
phosphorescence will take much longer time than fluorescence, which means
fluorescence (ns) has much shorter lifetime than phosphorescence (ms) [16]. It can be
shown that the lifetime τ is reciprocally proportional to the decay rate constant k :
τ = 1/𝑘. The lifetime of fluorescence also means the time taken by a population of N
molecules at the fluorescent state reduce by a factor of N/e during the fluorescence
process. Fluorescence lifetime is an intrinsic property of fluorescent molecules.
Fluorescence lifetime doesn’t depend on the measurement method, the excitation
wavelength, the photo-bleaching, or the molecule concentration etc [17]. There are
several other characteristics of fluorescence, such as there is a Stokes shift between
excitation wavelength and emission wavelength. Because excited molecules must
decay to the first singlet state at first before emitting fluorescence through internal
conversion which will lose energy to cause the emission wavelength is longer
compared to excitation wavelength; also, the emission spectrum are typically
independent of the excitation wavelength, which is called the Kasha’s rule; high
quantum yield (Q), that is the ratio of the number of photon emitted to the number of
photo absorbed, is the main reason why fluorescence has good sensitivity [15].
1.3

Fluorescent Proteins
Besides synthesized organic fluorescent dyes and fluorescent nanoparticles,

fluorescent proteins (FPs) are another huge family of fluorescent probes. FPs are the
most widely adapted in live cell imaging among these three types of fluorescent
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molecules because FPs could be selectively and easily introduced into living cells to
map out the distribution of labeled proteins in fluorescent images. The genes of FPs
could be inserted into the neighboring position of the target protein gene plasmid
construct by subcloning. After a conventional plasmid transfer, the fusion protein will
express in living cells, readily for imaging. The FPs genes could be inserted into the
genome as well and provide stable expression that offers more valuable information in
animal models. Since Aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) was first
cloned in 1992 [18] and used a fluorescent tag for in vivo labeling in 1994 [19], a keen
interest in FPs’ structures, biochemistry, biophysics and applications have grown
exponentially. We are going to provide a general overview of FPs here. More
comprehensive reviews of FPs could be found in the previous literatures [20-22].
1.3.1 Properties of Fluorescent Proteins
FPs consist of about 220~240 amino acid residues (AAs) with a molecular
weight of 25kDa that fold into a tightly interwoven 11-stranded “β-barrel” structure
[23, 24]. This “β-barrel” structure forms an almost perfect cylinder that
accommodates an internal distorted helix, in the center of which three AAs form the
mature chromophore by cyclization and dehydration reactions [25]. The whole size of
an FP molecule is approximately 3nm × 4nm, as shown in Figure 1-2 [23].
Due to the shielding effect of the “β-barrel” structure, the chromophores of
FPs show great brightness and extraordinary photostability. The brightness of FPs is
measured as the product of extinction coefficient and quantum yield at pH=7.4 in
(mM∙cm)-1. Compared with fluorescein with a brightness of ~69 (mM∙cm)-1, the
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average brightness of FPs is ~40 (mM∙cm)-1. The time for photon emission rate to
decay by half could be used to indicate the photostability of fluorophorems. FPs
normally have a photostability of ~60 s, much higher than fluorescein which is 5.2 s
[26]. Besides brightness and photostability, there are several other properties that
make FPs a powerful tool for fluorescence imaging in live cells: maturation rate,
monomerization, environmental insensitivity et al.

Figure 1-2. Structure of FP shown from the side (Left) and the top (right) and approximate
dimensions.

FPs could emit fluorescence only after the inner chromophores mature, which
is the slowest step after protein folds. Usually, FPs have a maturation half-time from
~30 min to 2 h at 37 0C that is practical in use [27]. Some fast biological events will
require FPs to have extremely short maturation time, less than couple of minutes. To
minimize the interruption of labeling, FPs are desired to be monomeric. A dimeric or
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tetrameric FP may cause protein aggregation which may be toxic to cells [28]. Except
this, FPs are well acceptable to cells. FPs are very critical to be insensitive to the
environment other than the target being studied. Otherwise, the reported information
will be distorted [26]. With these five list characteristics, FPs greatly prompt
biological fluorescence imaging.
1.3.2 Members of Fluorescent Protein Family
Starting from GFP, FPs have evolved into two directions: “static shift” and
“dynamic shift” of FPs’ fluorescence spectrum. The “static shift” means the color
diversity of FPs could covers almost the whole visible spectrum, from violet
(emission peaking at 424 nm) to far-red (emission peaking at 650 nm), which
composes of the so-called fluorescent protein palette. Such an example of selective
FPs is shown in Figure 1-3 [22].

Figure 1-3. Absorption (Left) and emission (Right) spectral profiles of a palette of highperformance FPs: mTagBFP, mTFP1, mAzami Green, TagYFP, mCherry and mPlum.

This is achieved by the effort of engineering natural FPs with both site-
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directed and random mutagenesis approaches to cDNA of FPs. A rich palette of FPs
provides a versatile method for multicolor labeling, whole body imaging and FRET. It
opens new possibilities for multiparameter imaging of structures and processes in
cells and tissues, such as protein-protein interaction and co-localization et al.
While FPs are engineered to produce variates with different emission colors,
there is another category of FPs that can shift their excitation and emission spectrum
triggered by external factors, which is the “dynamic shift”. It includes optical
highlighter FPs and fluorescent timers (FTs). There are three types of optical
highlighter FPs: photoactivatable FPs, photoconvertible FPs and photoswtichable FPs,
as shown in Figure 1-4 [22, 29]. Photoactivatable FPs are initially nonfluorescent, but
can emit fluorescence after the irradiation by near UV light. This activation process is
irreversible because photoactivatable FPs couldn’t go back to its original
nonfluorescent state. The exmaples of photoactivatable FPs include PA-GFP [30],
PAmCherry [31] etc. Photoconvertible FPs can irreversibly change their emission
colors by the irradiation of light. mEos2 is a monomeric photoconvertible FP, which
emits green fluorescence at first, but start to emit red fluorescence after the irradiation
of near UV light. The Stocks shift of emission peak is from 516 nm to 581 nm [32].
Similarly, there are Dendra [33] and mKikGR [34] that share the same chromophore
and conversion mechanism as mEos2. PSmOrange is another photoconvertible FP that
changes emission color from yellow (peaking at 565 nm) to far-red (peaking at 662
nm) by irradiation of blue light (around 489nm) [35], instead.
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Figure 1-4. Photoactivation, photoconversion and photoswitching mechanisms for optical
highlighter FPs. (A) Photoactivation of PA-GFP is to use light to cause decarboxylation of Glu222
followed with deprotonation of the phenol ring to change the chromophore from a neutral to anionic
state. (B) Photoconversion of mEos2 and other photoconvertible proteins is to induce cleavage between
the amide nitrogen and α-carbon atoms in the His62 residue and lead to subsequent formation of a
conjugated dual imidazole ring system by near-UV light irradiation. (C) Photoswitching of Dronpa
involves cis-trans photoisomerization coupled with protonantion-deprotonation of the chromphore by
alternating radiation between 405nm and 488nm.

Photoswitchable FPs can reversibly switch between the dark state
(nonfluorescent) and the bright state (fluorescent) by light, such as Dronpa, rsCherry
and Padron et al. When Dronpa is irradiated by blue light, it emits green fluorescence
and eventually becomes dimmer and dimmer because Dronpa is switching to the dark
state at the same time. Irradiation of near UV light can switch Dronpa back to the
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bright state and emit green fluorescence again upon blue light excitation [36]. Padron
works in an opposite way: Under the blue light irradiation, Padron switches from the
initial dark state to the bright state and eventually emits brighter and brighter green
fluorescence. However, near UV-light can switch Padron back to the dark state from
the bright state [37]. Different from optical highlighter FPs, fluorescent timers (FTs)
will slowly change their emission spectrum “automatically”, without any irradiation
of light. Actually, this is due to the post maturation of chromophores in FTs after they
mature into the first green state. This post maturation is an oxidation reaction of
chromophores. Because the whole color change process is relatively slow, the color
differentiation of FTs could be used to indicate the time lapsed [38]. This huge family
of FPs enormously makes fluoresce molecular imaging adapted in life science
research.
1.3.3 Wide applications of Fluorescent Proteins
“To see is to believe”. FPs allow the direct visualization of structures and
biological processes in living systems, which really lighten up the life science
research world. The applications of FPs range from basic labeling, FP-based
spectroscopy technologies, bio-sensors, timers, to super-resolution microscopy etc.
Protein labeling [29], DNA/RNA labeling [39, 40], organelle labeling [41], cell
labeling [42] and tissue labeling [43] does not only determine single specific protein
or organelle localization, such as the location of actin or Mitochondria in cells, but
also allow co-localization of proteins of interest, fusion and fission of organelles, cell
differentiation and tracking, whole body imaging with multicolor. One of the many
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good examples is the Brainbow technology making use of three FPs with the color of
red, yellow and cyan, respectively [42]. It maps out a large number of cells with
distinctive colors which is very useful to decipher complex neuronal circuits.
Promoters tracking benefits of protein labeling with FPs as well further improves the
throughput of drug screening. Based on protein labeling, fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) could measure the motility rate of protein being studied by
counting the fluorescence recovery of FP after it’s bleached in a small region of
interest (ROI), similarly with fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP) [44, 45]. A
rich palette of FPs provides multiple potential donor-acceptor pairs for FRET. FRET
using FPs as donor-acceptor pairs is currently one of the most commonly used
techniques to study protein-protein interactions in live cells [46]. One of the donoracceptor pairs, Clover and Ruby2, has the highest Förster radius among any
ratiometric FRET pairs described to date [47]. To compensate the concern of spectral
bleedthrough with FRET, bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) is
developed to provide more insights about cellular functions [48]. There is another
alternative method to measure protein-protein interaction – fluorescence crosscorrelation spectroscopy (FCCS). FCCS records fluorescence fluctuation from two
different FPs, simultaneously, and calculate the cross-correlation between these two
fluorescence curves to detect the interdependence of diffusion rates of two proteins of
interest, labeled by two FPs, due to their interaction in cells [49]. Unlike FRET and
BRET that are limited in certain molecular distance, FCCS is much more flexible on
the distance requirement between two molecules. FPs are also a unique genetically
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sensors to record quantified information of small ions concentration and various
physiological events in vivo. For instance, SynaptopHluorin is a widely-used pH
sensor as its green fluorescence could increase by >50-fold in response to a pH
change from 5.5 to 7.5 [50]. Archaerhodopsin 3 (Arch) from Halorubrum sodomense
has been recently demonstrated as an excellent voltage indicator that exhibits an
approximately tenfold improvement in sensitivity and speed over existing FP voltage
sensors [51]. FTs are more like a “time sensor”. The red-to-green fluorescence ratio of
FTs changes along with time that could be used to record the age information of
expressed protein of interest in fluorescence images [38, 52].

Figure 1-5. Behavior of FTs in mammalian cells. Intracelluar localization of the LAMP-2Amedium-FT fusion protein in HeLa Tet-Off cells at different time points after the shutting down of
transcription with doxycycline. The blue and red forms of LAMP-2A-medium-FT are shown with
green and red pseudocolors, respectively. Bar is 10 µm.
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This is the most direct and easy-going way to measure protein age in live cells
compared with the traditional “Pulse-Chase” using radioactive material and ensemble
“Bleach-Chase” with FPs [53]. Super-resolution microscopy making use of optical
highlighter FPs could go over the diffraction limit of light and improve the resolution
of fluorescence imaging up to ~10nm at most, such as PALM, STORM et al. As an
example, PALM switches individual photoactivitable FPs (PA-FP) stochastically and
sparsely on by near UV light-induced activation and then switches off. The detected
photons from a single PA-FP are used to calculate the center of the fluorescence point
spread function to determine the location of PA-FP [54]. Optical highlighter FPs are
an indispensable tool of super-resolution imaging in live cells.
1.4

Fluorescence Microscopy
It requires two basic elements to create a fluorescent image: fluorescent probes

and imaging techniques. After reviewing fluorescent probes and their recent
development in the last section, we are going to investigate several imaging
techniques here. Since the first two-lens microscope was built by the Jansens in 1590
[55], optical microscopy has been making continuous progress to open the microworld and even of smaller scale to human beings. Nonfluorescence optical
microscopy, such as phase contrast, differential interference contrast (DIC),
Hoffman’s contrast, to name a few, has achieved in significantly enhancing contrast
due to variations in the index of refraction [56]. However, these transmitted-light
microscopy techniques are largely limited by their imaging resolution and depth into
thick samples. Fluorescence microscopy overcomes these limitations mainly because
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it only detects the emitted fluorescence that is shifted away from the excitation light.
Fluorescence microscopy has been evolving to meet the more and more
advanced research requirements and become the mainstay of microscopy in the
service of biology. Epifluorescence microscopy is the simplest fluorescence
microscopy that focuses the incoming excitation light in the center of the backaperture of the objective and produces a uniform light beam to excite the sample
above the objective. As a result, epifluorescence microscopy has no optical sectioning
capability and provided the poorest contrast among other fluorescence microscopies.
However, epifluorescence microscopy is easily implemented and usually used for
routine check. Based on epifluorscence microscopy, more advanced fluorescence
microscopy has been developed, such as confocal microscopy, total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), highly inclined and laminated optical sheet
(HILO) microscopy, Bessel beam plane illumination microscopy, two-photon
excitation fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy, super-resolution imaging microscopy et
al. Interestingly, TIRF, HILO and Bessel beam plane illumination microscopy could
be viewed as the continuously updated version of wide-field illumination microscopy
from the first one – epifluorescence microscopy. Different from epifluorescence
microscopy, TIRF creates a much thinner excitation light field that is ~ 100nm by
moving the focus of the incoming light away from the center of the back-aperture of
the objective [11]. However, the excitation light field is restricted to the surface of the
coverslip. HILO deviates a little from the total internal reflection angle and thus
advances to move the thin excitation light field up away from the surface, but is still
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limited [57]. Bessel beam plane illumination microscopy could create a thin excitation
light plane (~500nm FWHM) above the objective, without any distance limitation to
the surface [58]. The great advantages with Bessel beam plane illumination
microscopy are minimum photo-bleaching and fast 3D imaging due to its selective 2D
excitation field. Now, we are going to review confocal microscopy, two-photon
fluorescence microscopy and super-resolution imaging microscopy in details.
1.4.1 Confocal Microscopy
The principle of confocal imaging was originally developed by Marvin
Minsky in 1957 [59]. Due to the lack of intense light sources and computer
technology to handle large amounts of data, the confocal microscopy concept was
little appreciated. However, along with the development of optics and electronics
offering high-powered laser systems, high-speed scanning mirrors, high-efficiency
photomultiplier tubes and powerful computer techniques, confocal microscopy is able
to provide high-quality fluorescent images and essentially become an invaluable tool
for imaging research.
1.4.1.1 Principle of Confocal Microscopy
Unlike epifluorescence microscopy that illuminate all fluorophores in its light
beam after the objective that provides no optical sectioning, confocal microscopy
restricts the excitation light volume to an extremely small dot : ~ 200 nm (X-axis) ×
200 nm (Y-axis) ×500 nm(Z-axis), and rejects most of the fluorescence out of the
focal point from the detected signal. Thus, confocal microscopy images the sample
point-by-point, but exclusively detects signals from the sample. The basic principle of
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confocal microscopy is shown in Figure 1-6, [10]. The collimated light beam is
reflected by the long-pass dichroic mirror and sent into the back-aperture of the
objective. The light beam will be focused tightly above the objective. Because
confocal microscopy is a one-photon excitation process, all the fluorophores in the
beam path, including in-focus and out-of-focus fluorophores, will be excited and emit
fluorescence just as epifluorescence microscopy. However, thanks to the pinhole that
is conjugating to the focal point, it will selectively pass the light emitted from the
confocal point in the sample, but exclude most of the light from the out-of-focus
point. Because the light from the out-of-focus, including points above/below focus
plane and points around the focal point in the focus plane, will either converge before
or after, or around the pinhole and most of light is blocked from the pinhole, but not
like the light from the focal point that just focused at the pinhole and get passed
through to reach the detector. The detector is usually a photomultiplier tube that gives
out the signal intensity from one point. To acquire a 2D image, it is necessary to move
the sample relative to the light focal point in the XY plane. Fluorescence intensity
from each point is digitally recorded and reconstructed to form a 2D image to
represent the scanned sample. By moving the objective up and down with a precision
motorized focus, 2D images at each z-position could be packed together to form a 3D
image. The resolution of confocal microscopy is determined by the size of the focal
point after the objective. The resolution in the XY plane is described as the following
equation:

rXY  0.44 / n sin   0.44 / N. A.
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where N.A. is the numerical aperture of the objective. The resolution in the Zaxis is not as good as in the XY plane:

rZaxis  1.5 / n sin 2   1.5n / N .A.2
Essentially, confocal microscopy could provide fast, high-contrast and highresolution fluorescent images for researchers [60].

Figure 1-6. Principle scheme of confocal microscopy. The pinhole conjugating to the focal point
rejects photons from the out-of-focus but only passes through the in-focus photons. As a result, the 2D
image is formed by scanning the sample relative to the light beam point-by-point.

1.4.1.2 Components of confocal microscopy
Confocal microscope mainly composes of the light source, intermediate
optics, the objective, the scanner, the pinhole and the detector, as well as electronic
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support [61]. Lasers are used as the light source for confocal microscope. In the
visible light spectrum range, argon ion lasers provide CW light at 488 and 514nm.
Large argon lasers could deliver light of up to 10 W of power, that are typically used
to pump both dye lasers and some solid state lasers like the Ti:sapphire lasers, which
are tunable to other wavelengths. Solid state lasers include semiconductor lasers and
the doped ‘glass’ lasers. Noise is less than 0.01% in the semiconductor lasers and not
much more for the lasers, which is significantly lower than 1% for the argon lasers
[62]. Intermediate optics include reflective mirrors that minimize the light loss,
telescope lens pairs to expand laser beam, long-pass dichroic mirror to separate the
excitation light from the emission light, tube lens to collect the emission light et al.
The infinity-corrected objective is critical to confocal microscope. Nowadays, air
objectives, water immersion objectives and oil immersion objectives are all available
for various imaging requirements. The scanning module could be fulfilled by either
stage scanning or laser scanning. Stage scanning is easier to be implemented and
leaves all the lenses working on axis, but much slower than laser scanning. The laser
scanning could be achieved by using galvanometer-mounted mirrors or acoustooptical deflectors. The pinhole is essential to guarantee the high-contrast quality of
confocal images. The smaller the pinhole, the better the contrast, but also the less light
gets through to the detector. The appropriate size of the pinhole really depends on the
experimental requirements. Usually, its size should be relatively larger than the
magnified focus point due to the difficult alignment of pinhole. Photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are the main detectors for confocal microscopy because the PMT is very
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sensitive in the visible light spectrum and of least dark noise. Recently, faster, highthroughput and multi-color confocal microscopy has been developed to meet the more
various research needs by advancing system components or scanning modes.
1.4.2 Two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy
While confocal microscopy could provide higher-resolution 3D images for
relatively ‘thick’ sample compared with epifluorescence microscopy, its penetration
depth is still limited in imaging scattering tissues. This is because the strong scattering
effect of the thick tissue will cause the excitation light to exponentially decay below
the tissue surface and also decrease the emitted fluorescent light before reaching the
detector since the pinhole will mostly block the in-focus fluorescence scattered-away
from the original light path. In brain tissue, the reported maximum imaging depth of
confocal microscopy is 250 µm [10]. TPEF microscopy circumvents this penetration
limit by using long-wavelength excitation light and nom-descanned detector without
the pinhole. Complementing to the confocal microscopy, TPEF microscopy becomes
an invaluable tool for deep tissue imaging.
1.4.2.1 Physical Basis for Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence Microscopy
The multiphoton absorption process was first predicted by Maria GöppertMayer in her doctoral dissertation work in 1931 [63]. Thirty years later, Franken and
his group reported the second harmonic generation after shining a quartz crystal with
the ruby laser [64]. Meanwhile, Kaiser & Garret published the first paper on two
photo excitation (TPE) of CaF2:Eu2+ fluorescence [65]. After the development of
nonlinear optical spectroscopy, the great potential of nonlinear optical microscopy
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was soon recognized. In 1990s, due to the development of pulsed lasers, the first
TPEF microscopy was implemented by Winfried Denk [66].
When any molecules are excited by light, the nonlinear polarization could be
expressed as:

P   (1) E1   ( 2) E 2   (3) E 3  ...
where P is the induced polarization, χ(n) is the nth order nonlinear
susceptibility and E is the electric field vector. The first term describes first-order
excitation, like in confocal microscopy, and reflection of light; the second term,
second harmonic generation (SHG), sum and difference frequency generation; the
third one, light scattering, stimulated Raman processes, and both two- and threephoton excitation [67]. In the case of two-photon excitation (TPE), the probability
with this process is given by:

F~


m

 f E  r mm E  r i

2

  m

where ε is the photonic energy associated with the electric field vector E, the
summation is over all intermediate states m between the initiate state i and the final
state f, and εm is the energy difference between the state m and the ground state.
Based on this formula, TPE is the function of the square of the incident light intensity
[68].
1.4.2.2 Characteristics of TPEF microscopy
From the previous section, TPE is shown to be a nonlinear process. It requires
two photons to arrive within a time window of an attosecond (10-18 s) and team up to
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excite the fluorophore, compared with the one-photon excitation in confocal
microscopy, as shown in Figure 1-7 [68].

Figure 1-7. Jablonski diagram for one-photon (a) and two-photon (b) excitations. One-photon
excitation occurs through the absorption of a single photon of relatively shorter wavelength. Twophoton excitation occurs through the absorption of two photons of relatively longer wavelength, almost
the double wavelength of one-photon excitation. The subsequent fluorescence process will be the same
for both excitations.

In principle, the sum of energies of any pair of photons that equals the energy
gap between the ground state and the fluorescent state will excite the fluorophore. For
TPEF microscopy, it usually uses one high-powered pulsed laser to excite
fluorophores with two photons of the same wavelength. The reason that it uses pulsed
laser, other than the continuous-wavelength (CW) laser in confocal microscopy, is
because TPE needs extremely high photon flux, typically 1020-1030 photons/(cm2s) to
acquire effective excitation. Using the light source in confocal microscopy, the
probability of TPE is closing to zero [63]. And just due to the requirement of high
photon flux, TPEF microscopy owns the intrinsic optical sectioning capability. This is
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because only in the focal point this requirement could be met, out of the focus, the
probability of TPE immediately drops to zero. Mathematically, TPEF is more like the
δ-function distribution. Astonishingly, it could be visualized in Figure 1-8 [10].

Figure 1-8. A demonstration of the difference between one-photon excitation and two-photon
excitation. The cuvette contains a solution of the fluorescent dye – safranin O, which normally emits
yellow light when excited by green. The upper objective focuses the CW green (543 nm) light into the
curvette and produces the expected conical pattern of excitation. The lower objective focuses the
pulsed infrared (1046 nm) light into the cuvette and formed the excitation dot indicated by the arrow.

This restricted excitation volume effectively removes the out-of-focus
fluorescence signal, that makes TPEF microscopy doesn’t need the pinhole as
confocal microscopy. Then, TPEF microscopy could use non-descanned detector to
collect emitted fluorescence as much as possible. Longer-wavelength light excitation
and non-descanned detection without pinhole enable TPEF microscopy to image
much deeper than microscopy, with the penetration depth of up to 1mm underneath
the brain tissue surface [69].
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1.4.3 Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy
Recently, nonlinear optical microscopy has been demonstrated great
advantages and potentials over the widely-used confocal microscopy. Besides TPEF
microscopy, there are also super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS), stimulated Raman scattering et al. Particularly,
super-resolution fluorescence microscopy is a revolutionary breakthrough in the
fluorescence imaging technology [70]. Optical microscopy was long believed to
suffer the light diffraction limit: it can’t visualize objects smaller than about half the
wavelength of light, ~200 nm in the lateral direction and ~700 nm in the axial
direction. It leaves many subcellular structures, which are maybe even more important
in interpreting biological function details, too small to be observed. To overcome this
diffraction barrier, there are long efforts to develop super-resolution fluorescence
microscopy. 4Pi microscopy [71], I5M [72] and structured-illumination microscopy
(SIM) [73] improves the lateral resolution to ~ 100 nm by engineering the point
spread function in the focus with interference. The improvement is about a factor of 2.
The significant improvement of spatial resolution in fluorescence microscopy comes
with the implementation of stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy that
could achieve unlimited resolution theoretically and realize a lateral resolution of ~30
nm. STED uses a second laser (STED laser) to create the ‘donut’ excitation patter
with zero intensity in the center to suppress the fluorescence emission off the center of
excitation [74, 75]. Consequently, a much smaller effective point spread function
(PSF) is created to scan over the sample. Similarly, reversible saturable optically
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linear fluorescence transition (RESOLFT) microscopy and saturated structuredillumination microscopy (SSIM) are developed to achieve super-resolution images
under more gentle conditions [76, 77]. These super-resolution fluorescence
microscopies are common in targeted switching fluorophores and then read out the
signal.

Figure 1-9. Comparison of two fluorophores switching strategies for super-resolution imaging
techniques. The left one is targeted switching and readout that distinguishes fluorescence in space to
achieve higher resolution. The right one is stochastic switching and readout that separates fluorescence
in time to achieve higher resolution.

There is another family of super-resolution fluorescence microscopy that relies
on stochastic switching and then reconstructing the image, such as photoactivation
localization microscopy (PALM), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM), dSTORM and ground state depletion followed by individual molecule
return (GSDIM) [54, 78, 79]. In these super-resolution fluorescence imaging
techniques, fluorophores that preserves on and off states are not activated and imaged
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all together, but separately activated, imaged and then deactivated at sequential time
slots. Each of these images could easily resolve the center of excitation and
reconstruct the final super-resolution image. These two types of super-resolution
imaging techniques could be summarized in Figure 1-9, [13].
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Chapter 2
DARK STATE IMAGING WITH
FLUORESCENCE ANOMALOUS PHASE ADVANCE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*The content of this chapter has been published in
1.
Xinxin Zhu, Wei Min. “Frequency-domain phase fluorometry in the presence
of dark states: A numerical study”, Chemical Physics Letters, 2011, 516 (1), p. 40-44.
2.
Evangelos Gatzogiannis, Xinxin Zhu, Ya-Ting Kao, Wei Min. “Observation of
frequency-domain fluorescence anomalous phase advance due to dark-state
hysteresis”, J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2011, 2 (5), p. 461-466.
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2.1

Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy and imaging have achieved great developments in

the past years and been widely used in scientific applications[1, 2]. Besides
fluorescence intensity, the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorophore gives out valuable
information as well. The fluorescence lifetime is reciprocally proportional to the
decay rate from the fluorescent state to the ground state, which reflects the intrinsic
photophysical properties of the fluorophore. It’s independent of fluorophore
concentration, photobleaching and excitation condition that determines fluorescence
intensity. In the other way, fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to the external
environment including molecular binding, excited-state quenching, local viscosity,
solvent polarity, ion strength, refractive index and energy transfer et al [3-5]. As such,
complementary

to

the

popular

fluorescence

intensity-based

measurements,

fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy has played a unique and important role in
reporting the local physicochemical environment of the fluorophore [6, 7]. For
example, FLIM has flourished as one of the most reliable techniques for quantitative
FRET measurements [8].
Contrary to the fluorescent state, the triplet state, also referred to the dark state
here, of the fluorophore is much less appreciated. This is because it’s “dark”, no
fluorescence, and also it’s “toxic” to fluorescence because the dark state will trap the
fluophore and dislodge it from the excitation-emission cycling, and even more the
dark state is a major gateway for irreversible photobleaching reactions [9-12]. As a
result, a relatively better fluorescent dye is desired to minimize the dark-state effect.
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However, there is a potential attractive feature with the dark state. It has much longer
lifetime than the fluorescent state: the lifetime of the dark state is ~10 -3 s, while the
fluorescent state is ~10-9 s. Considering the ~10-9 s lifetime of the fluorescent state
could provide adequate information to the external environment, the dark state’s
lifetime should be more sensitive and provides more information because it has
relatively ~106 more times to interact with the local environment around the
fluorophore [13]. However, there is not a straightforward methodology to detect the
information from the dark state, mainly because it’s “dark”.
As we know, there exist two distinct approaches to measure the fluorescence
lifetime: the time domain and the frequency domain methods [1-3]. The time domain
lifetime measurement makes use of a train of short pulses of light (normally
femtoseconds or picoseconds) to excite the fluorophore repeatedly and then records
the time-dependent fluorescence decay profile that follows the pulsed excitation, from
which the fluorescence lifetime can be deduced. Differently, in frequency domain
fluorescence lifetime measurement, the fluorophore is excited by a sinusoidally
modulated continuous wave light source and the resulting modulated fluorescence is
subsequently monitored and analyzed. It’s commonly referred to as phase
fluorometry. The conventional wisdom about phase fluorometry is that, owing to the
finite and non-vanishing fluorescent lifetime τ of the fluorophore, the modulated
fluorescence emission exhibits a reduced modulation depth and is always delayed in
time relative to the original excitation. Quantitatively, the reduced modulation depth
m  1 / (1   2 2 )
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and the delayed phase angle

  arctan( )
where ω is the circular modulation frequency in radians per second. Both m
and ϕ contain the lifetime information about the excited state of the fluorophore.
Obviously, a high modulation frequency will lead to a more negative phase delay that
is closer to -90o, whereas a slow modulation will result in a small but still negative
phase delay based on the delayed phase angle equation. It is crucial to note that under
no circumstance could the phase shift become positive in the conventional phase
fluorometry.
However, it’s relatively more complicated to examine the lifetime of the dark
state with the existing techniques, not even mentioning the dark-state lifetime
imaging. Transient absorption spectroscopy is a well-established technique to
characterize the fluorophore population kinetics in the dark state [14-16]. But it’s
restricted to cuvette experiments and requires enough high concentration, which
makes it difficult for bio-imaging. Phosphorescence emission from the triplet state
could be used to determine the dark state dynamics, but is very susceptible to the
triplet state quenchers [17-19]. The quenching makes the phosphorescence merely
detectable. Due to the special characteristics of the dark state, it’s not easy to directly
monitor its dynamics. Consequently, it’s desirable to achieve this by detecting the
fluorescence change that occurs when the fluorophore transits to the triplet state and
then back to the ground state during the fluorescence process. In this way, it uses the
highly sensitive fluorescence signal as a read-out but the long-lifetime dark state as a
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sensor to measure the environment information. Previously, it reported two
fluorescence methods based on this strategy: transient state monitoring by FCS and
transient state monitoring by time-modulated excitation [13]. These two methods
could effectively monitor the dark state dynamics but still not easily implemented. We
are going to present a novel fluorescence spectroscopy technique to easily determine
the dark state dynamics that makes the dark state imaging implementable.
2.2

Results
Unlike conventional fluorescence lifetime phase fluorometry in which the

fluorescence trace always lags behind the modulated excitation source that represents
negative phase shift value, this new fluorescence spectroscopy technique reports that
the detected signal from certain fluorophores can actually exhibit fluorescence
anomalous phase advance (FAPA), which shows positive phase shift value, as if the
fluorescence is emitted “ahead” of the source. Theoretical calculation and
experimental demonstration is performed to systematically investigate FAPA that is
attributed to the photoinduced dark state hysteresis.
2.2.1 Theoretical Model of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
A three-level kinetic model is built to describe the fundamental mechanism of
FAPA: the ground stae (G), the singlet excited state (E) and the dark state (D) as
shown in Figure 2-1. The dynamic transitions of molecular population on these three
states under excitation of a sinusoidally modulated laser could be described by the
following system of ordinary differential equations:
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N G (t )  N E (t )  N D (t )  1;
dN G (t )
'
 - kGE (t ) N G (t )  (kEG  k EG
) N E (t )  kDG N D (t ) ;
dt
dN E (t )
'
 kGE (t ) N G (t ) - (kEG  k EG
) N E (t) - kED N E (t );
dt
dN D (t )
 kED N E (t ) - kDG N D (t );
dt
kGE (t ) 

I 0 (sin(2 t )  1)
c

where NG(t), NE(t), ND(t) represent the time-dependent probability of
fluorescent molecules in the ground state, the singlet excited state and the dark state,
respectively, kGE (t ) denotes the time-dependent rate constant of the optical excitation
process

due

to

the

sinusoidally

modulated

excitation

laser

intensity

I (t )  I0 (sin(2t )  1) , in which  is the modulation frequency of laser in Hz,  is
the wavelength of excitation laser,  is molecular absorption cross section,  is
'
Planck constant and c is light speed. k EG , k EG
, k ED , and k DG are rate constants of

fluorescence emission, non-radiative decay from fluorescent state, the intersystem
crossing and dark state relaxation, respectively. In the present work, the wavelength of
the excitation laser,  , is set to 445 nm, and molecular absorption cross section,  , is
set to 1 10 17 cm 2 , which are the parameters for FAD.
Matlab is used to simulate the progression of the dynamic transtions governed
by the above system of equations. The time step of the progression is chosen to be 0.1
ns, which is much shorter than any of the involved transition rates. Based on the
simulated fluorescence trance, NE(t), the phase shift of the emitted fluorescence signal
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with respect to the modulated laser can be numerically calculated. We first multiply
NE(t) with the reference signal ( I  I 0 sin(2t ) ), and then sum up their product to
obtain the in-phase component X . Similarly, NE(t) is also multiplied with another
reference signal I  I 0 sin(2t   / 2) that is 90 0 out of phase with the excitation
laser, and their product is also summed up to produce the out-of-phase component Y.
The final phase shift between the simulated fluorescence trace with respect to the
excitation laser is computed as

  arctan(Y / X )
The above computational recipe is identical to the procedure how a dual-phase lock-in
amplifier extracts the phase shift in phase fluorometry experiments.

Figure 2-1. A simplified three-level energy diagram. G represents the ground state; E represents the
excited state; D represents the dark state. kGE , kEG , k’EG , kED , kDG are excitation rate constant,
fluorescent rate constant, nonradiative decay rate constant, intersystem crossing rate constant and darkstate relaxation rate constant, respectively. It describes the cycling of molecules during the fluorescence
process.
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2.2.2 Calculated Phase Shift Response to Modulation Frequency of Excitation
To have a global view of phase fluorometry, the phase shift is calculated as a
function of a broad range of modulation frequencies (from 50 kHz to 325 MHz) of the
excitation source with and without the involvement of a dark state. As shown in
Figure 2-2A, the phase shift curve from a three-level kinetic model in the presence of
a dark state is not exactly the same as the one produced by the conventional two-level
model in the absence of a dark state. The net difference between the above two phase
curves, which is due to the pure contribution from a dark state, is depicted in Figure
2-2B.

a

b

Figure 2-2. Comparison of dependence of fluorescence phase shift on the excitation light
modulation frequency. (A) Modulation frequency response of fluorescence phase shift based on a
'
two-level kinetic model (blue curve, without dark state, I 0  500kW / cm 2 , k EG  271s 1 , k EG
 0s 1 )
'
and a three-level kinetic model (red curve, with dark state, I 0  500kW / cm 2 , k EG  247s 1 , k EG
 0s 1 ,
k ED  24s 1 , k DG  2s 1 ). k EG of the two-level model is set to equal to k EG  k ED of the three-level

model to make sure both excited singlet states have the same fluorescence lifetime. Inset is the zoom-in
portion of the initial part of the curve at low frequencies. (B) Net difference of the phase shifts between
kinetic models with and without dark states. Inset is the zoom-in portion of the beginning part of the
curve.

In the high frequency region, these two curves are identical to each other: both
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of them are gradually approaching the expected -90° when the modulation frequency
is high enough. Thus, the dark state has little effect on the fluorescence phase shift
when the modulation frequency is high enough at which the conventional phase
fluorometry picture is accurate. However, in the lower frequency region, although the
conventional two-state model predicts that the phase shift would vanish gradually, the
phase curve in the presence of dark states shows a pronounced positive peak above
zero. This exactly predicts the phenomenon of FAPA: the emitted fluorescence trace
precedes instead of lagging behind the excitation laser in a narrow range of slow
modulation frequency!
2.2.3 Experimental Phenomenon of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
After the theoretical prediction that the phase shift value could be positive in
relatively low modulation frequency range, we observed that such phenomenon in our
laboratory. The absolute phase differences between the emitted fluorescence traces
and the sinusoidally modulated 445 nm excitation laser at 400 kHz are, surprisingly,
positive (i.e., ahead of the laser modulation) for flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD),
Rhodamine 6G (Rh6G) and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). As shown in Figure
2-3, Rh6G exhibits a slightly positive (<1°) phase, FITC shows a moderately positive
phase around 3°, and the phase of FAD is significantly in advance of the laser by
almost 10°. Moreover, the phase advance is found to be a photo-induced effect: the
positive phase shift of FAD increases with higher excitation power of 445nm laser
which is resonant with an absorption peak of FAD (Figure 2-3B). Phosphorescence is
not detectable for these molecules that are in air-saturated aqueous solutions at room
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temperature because of the faster process of non-radiative quenching by triplet
molecular oxygen than the radiative phosphorescence.

a

b

Figure 2-3. Experimental observation of the FAPA signal on fluorescent dyes. (A) Postive phase
relation of the fluorescence signals generated by FAD, FITC, and Rh6G with respect to the excitation
laser modulated at 400kHz. A peak power of 0.6 mW (600kW/cm2) is used at the laser focus. (B) Phase
advance of FAD fluorescence increases with excitation power under a 400 kHz modulation frequency.

Such a positive absolute phase appears as if fluorescence is emitted “ahead” of
the sinusoidal excitation source. This effect is opposite to the conventional
fluorescence lifetime picture that fluorescence emission should always lag behind the
modulated excitation source, regardless whether the excited state decay kinetics is
single-exponential or multi-exponential. Moreover, the observed power dependence
in Figure 2-3B is also inconsistent with fluorescence lifetime phase fluorometry
where the amount of the phase lag should be independent of the excitation intensity.
Therefore, we call our observation frequency-domain fluorescence anomalous phase
advance (FAPA).
To account for the observed FAPA effect, we decided to investigate the
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consequence of the existence of a long-lived dark state D (whose fluorescence
emission is extremely weak), based on the clue that the triplet state quantum yield of
FAD (~ 10%) [20] or FITC (~ 3%) is known to be higher than that of Rh6G (< 1%) in
aqueous solutions. Dark states of fluorescent systems have recently attracted
considerable interest because of their important roles in many areas including superresolution

fluorescence

imaging

[21-24],

fluorescence

photoblinking

and

photobleaching of single fluorophores [25, 26], individual fluorescent proteins [27]
and semiconductor nanoparticles [28, 29], transient state sensing [13], and triplet-state
relaxation microscopy [30]. So far, the influence of dark states presence in phase
fluorometry has rarely been addressed in the literature.
2.2.4 Theoretical Visualization of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
To gain the theoretical understanding, we simulated the responsive
fluorescence curve under a sinusoidally modulated laser excitation based on the
previous three-level kinetic model in Figure 2-1. In the first case, which mimics the
situation of Rh6G, the intersystem crossing rate from E to D is simply set to be zero,
and the resulting fluorescence trace (green trace in Figure 2-4) is seen to travel almost
exactly in phase with the laser. This is expected from the conventional fluorescence
lifetime phase fluorometry with a modulation frequency (500kHz) being 500 times
slower than the fluorescence lifetime (~4 ns) used in our simulation. The second case
is set to mimic our experiment on FAD: the fluorescence lifetime is set to 4 ns, dark
state relaxation rate set to 2 µs-1, triplet state quantum yield set to 10%, and the optical
excitation rate is set to 12 µs-1 which is close to our experiment where a 445nm laser
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of 600 kW/cm2 is resonant with FAD’s absorption peak with an extinction coefficient
of ~104 M-1cm-1. As shown by the red trace in Figure 2-4, the FAPA effect emerges: a
phase advance of 10.5° from the simulated trace is close to our experimental result of
9.5° on FAD. Note that, unlike in fluorescence lifetime phase fluorometry, the phase
shift in FAPA is only exhibited by the top of fluorescence trace which is distorted
asymmetrically.

Figure 2-4. Simulated time-dependent fluorescence signal traces in the absence of any dark states
(green curve) and in the presence of a dark state (red curve) under a modulated laser excitation
at 500 kHz (black curve). Unlike the green trace which has no phase shift, the red trace appears ahead
of the excitation by about 10.5°.

2.2.5 Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance Caused by Dark State Hysteresis
We then investigate the modulation frequency dependence of the FAPA effect
of FAD through both experiment and simulation. When the modulation frequency is
varying from 100 kHz to 2MHz, we observed experimentally that there is a
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pronounced peak in the 300-500 kHz range, as shown in Figure 2-5A. Meanwhile,
based on the simulated fluorescence trace, the resulting phase difference can be
computed for each modulation frequency. The numerically simulated frequency
response shown in Figure 2-5B also indicates the existence of a frequency peak. Thus
both the experiment and the simulation confirm that the FAPA effect is pronounced
only within a range of modulation frequencies. This is again different from the
standard fluorescence lifetime phase fluorometry.

a

b

Figure 2-5. Theoretical prediction of FAPA proved by experimental data. (A) Experimental FAPA
modulation frequency response of FAD fluorescence (a peak intensity of 600 kW/cm 2 at the laser
focus). A peak at approximately 400 kHz is evident. (B) Numerical simulation of the modulation
frequency response of the FAPA effect. Parameters were identical to those used in the three-state model
in Figure 2-1.

The non-monotonic frequency response of the FAPA effect can be attributed
to the modulation frequency being resonant with the intrinsic time scale of the dark
state relaxation. On one hand, when the modulation frequency is too fast, which can
be understood as a quasi-static limit, the fraction of the population trapped in the dark
state will have no time to respond. This will result in very little modulation depth of
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the dark state population, as supported by the 10 MHz, 100 MHz simulation shown in
Figure 2-6. On the other hand, when the modulation frequency is too slow, which can
be considered as a quasi-equilibrium limit, the dark state population can essentially
reach equilibrium with the excitation intensity at any moment during the modulation
cycle. This will lead to very little phase shift of the dark state population, as supported
by the 10 kHz, 50 kHz simulation shown in Figure 2-6. To be noted, while the
modulation frequency is around 2.5 MHz, the phase shift shows the second zero point
as the first one with zero modulation. Thus FAPA requires not only a pronounced
modulation depth of the dark state population but also its appropriate dynamics.

Figure 2-6. Time-dependent fluorescence traces (green curves) and dark-state populations (red curves).
They are generated from a three-level kinetic model excited by a laser (blue curves) modulated at frequencies
of 0.01 MHz, 0.1 MHz, 0.5MHz, 2.5 MHz, 10 MHz and 100 MHz ( I0  500kW / cm2 , k EG  247s 1 ,
1
'
k EG
 0s 1 , k ED  24s , k DG  2s 1 ). The intensities of laser excitation and fluorescence emission have been

self-normalized to unity, whereas the dark-state population reflects the absolute value.

The physical origin of the FAPA effect can be understood as follows. When
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the modulation frequency of the excitation light is chosen to be close to the intrinsic
time scale of the dark state relaxation, fluorophores can be driven into or out of longlived dark states with a non-vanishing rate at any moment of the modulation cycle.
Mechanistically, the rising half of the sine laser cycle not only generates fluorescence
but also moves population into the dark state which needs some finite time (similar to
the laser modulation period) to return back to the bright excitation-emission cycle. As
a result of dark state hysteresis, the falling half of the sine laser cycle will excite
relatively less population from the ground state and thus less fluorescence signal
compared to the rising half the laser cycle. Such imbalance eventually will create a
skewness of the resulting fluorescence waveform and an apparent phase advance.
2.2.6 Factors Affecting Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
After the previous sections provide evidence of the photo-physical effects of
dark states underlying FAPA, the coherent picture and the quantitative
characterization would be discussed in the followings. In particular, under the
interplay between the fluorescent state and the dark state, how the phase fluorometry
behaves in the entire modulation frequency range, how the phase shift turns over from
the conventional negative value to the positive, how the conventional phase delay and
the new FAPA are different from each other, and how phase fluorometry can be used
to probe the changes of the relevant photophysical rates are still unknown. In this
study, we seek to comprehensively investigate the role of dark state in phase
fluorometry. Various aspects of phase fluorometry will be separately examined
including the dependence on light modulation frequency, excitation light intensity,
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nonradiative decay rate, intersystem crossing rate and dark-state lifetime, respectively.
It will show that FAPA makes up the missing part of conventional phase fluorometry.
The conventional phase fluorometry can only provide information on the fluorescent
state dynamics, but little about the dark state dynamics, in which the modulation
frequency is relatively high, around 102 MHz. In this frequency modulation range, the
fluorescent state dynamics will be strongly interfered by the modulated laser, while
there is no effect on dark state dynamics. However, when the modulation frequency is
<10 MHz, the case is inversed: the modulated laser mainly interacts with the dark
state dynamics, but little with the fluorescent state dynamics because the fluorescence
lifetime is much faster than the modulated laser. As a result, FAPA can be used to
provide information about dark state dynamics while conventional phase fluorometry
studies the fluorescent state dynamics, which makes a complete story about phase
fluorometry.
2.2.6.1 Excitation Light Intensity Dependence of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase
Advance
FAPA effect originated from dark state hysteresis is essentially a nonlinear
optical spectroscopy effect, deviated from conventional fluorescence lifetime phase
fluorometry. In Figure 2-7, under different excitation laser intensities, phase curves
behave radically differently in the high and low modulation frequency ranges. In the
high modulation frequency range (i.e., quasi-static condition for dark states), phase
curves almost overlap with each other under different excitation laser intensities. This
is predicted by the conventional phase fluorometry, as the fluorescence lifetime is
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independent of the excitation intensities. In the intermediate modulation frequency
range (i.e., dark state resonance region), however, the phase curves show strong
dependence on the laser intensity. When the laser intensity is low enough (< 10
kW/cm2), the positive phase peak is barely visible. When the laser intensity increases,
more molecules will be driven and trapped in the dark state, causing the fluorescence
wave form to be skewed more and thus a stronger FAPA effect. The nonlinear nature
of FAPA described here is closely related to the saturation of the fluorescence
emission which has been employed for super-resolution fluorescence microscopy [31,
32].

Figure 2-7. Modulation frequency response of the fluorescence phase shift to excitation laser
1
'
intensities. It is generated from the three-level kinetic model ( k EG  247s 1 , k EG
 0s 1 , k ED  24s ,
k DG  2s 1 ). The modulation frequency has been extended over to 325 MHz in the inset. While the

phase delay is independent of the excitation intensity in the high modulation frequency range, FAPA
increases with laser power in the low modulation frequency range.
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2.2.6.2 Nonradiative Decay Rate Dependence of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase
Advance
Although FAPA cannot be accounted for by fluorescent singlet states, excitedstate lifetime of the singlet state can surprisingly have an effect on the magnitude of
FAPA. We study the full frequency range of phase curves by tuning the nonradiative
'
decay rate k EG
from the excited state E. as shown by Figure 2-8, a faster nonradiative

decay rate constant reduces the phase difference between the fluorescence and the
laser for both the positive and negative values of phase shift across the entire
frequency range. In the high modulation frequency range at which FAPA vanishes, a
faster nonradiative decay reduces the fluorescence lifetime of excited state, which
would lead to a smaller magnitude of phase delay.

Figure 2-8. Modulation frequency response of the fluorescence phase shift to nonradiative decay
rates. It is generated by the three-level kinetic model ( I 0  500kW / cm 2 , k EG  247s 1 , k ED  24s 1 ,
k DG  2s 1 ). Note that all the curves cross the same zero point. The modulation frequency has been

extended to 325 MHz in the inset. Both the phase delay in the high frequency range and the phase
advance in the low frequency range show clear dependence on the nonradiative decay rates.
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In the intermediate modulation frequency range at which FAPA is dominant, a
faster nonradiative decay leads to an effectively smaller brunching ratio for molecules
going into the dark state via intersystem crossing, which therefore attenuates the
FAPA effect. Therefore, despite of the distinct underlying photophysical mechanism,
the FAPA effect can also probe the alterations of fluorescence lifetime given all the
other parameters stay the same, just like the conventional phase fluorometry.
2.2.6.3 Intersystem Crossing Rate Dependence of Fluorescence Anomalous Phase
Advance
Intersystem crossing rate has a strong influence on the magnitude of FAPA. As
shown in Figure 2-9, when the intersystem crossing rate of fluorescent molecules
increases, the FAPA peak becomes much more pronounced, as a larger intersystem
crossing rate means a higher quantum yield of dark state formation and the
subsequent trapping.
We believe that the varying intersystem system crossing rate (i.e., the dark
state quantum yield) is mainly the reason why FAD, Rh6G, and FITC exhibit different
degrees of FAPA under the same excitation condition as observed experimentally.
Note that the phase delay curves in the high modulation frequency region show some
slight difference when the intersystem crossing rate changes, which is due to the small
variations of the resulting fluorescence lifetime. Hence, FAPA is significantly more
sensitive than the conventional phase delay to the change of intersystem crossing rate.
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Figure 2-9. Modulation frequency response of the fluorescence phase shift to intersystem crossing
'
rate. It is generated from the three-level kinetic model ( I 0  500kW / cm 2 , k EG  247s 1 , k EG
 0s 1 ,
k DG  2s 1 ). The modulation frequency has been extended to 325 MHz in the inset. FAPA in the low

modulation frequency range increases along with the intersystem crossing rates, while the phase delays
in the high frequency range are essentially non-variant.

2.2.6.4 Dark State Relaxation Rate Dependence of Fluorescence Anomalous
Phase Advance
Finally, we investigate how the dark state relaxation rate could affect phase
fluorometry. Due to the presence of dark state quenchers and promoters, the
relaxation rate of dark state can be modified significantly. First, it is worth noting that,
all the curves in the high modulation frequency region completely overlap with each
other despite of the different dark state relaxation rates (the inset of Figure 2-10A).
This observation is consistent with our previous insight that the dark state has little
effect on phase curves at high laser modulation frequencies. Second, as shown in
Figure 2-10A, the shorter dark state lifetime traps fewer molecules effectively and
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hence leads to lower amplitude of FAPA peak. When the modulation frequency is
fixed at 1MHz, as shown in Figure 2-10B, the phase shift value bears an empirical
linear relationship with respect to the dark state relaxation rate. This offers a SternVolmer-like equation relating the measurable FAPA effect to the concentration of dark
state quenchers.
a

b

Figure 2-10. Modulation frequency response of the fluorescence phase shift to dark state
relaxation rate constants. (A) It is generated from a three-level kinetic model with different dark state
1
'
relaxation rate constants ( I 0  500kW / cm 2 , k EG  247s 1 , k EG
 0s 1 , k ED  24s ). The modulation
frequency has been extended to 325 MHz in the inset. While all phase delay curves overlap with each
other in high frequency range (>5 MHz), FAPA peaks not only attenuate in amplitude but also shift to
higher frequencies with the increasing dark state relaxation rates. (B) Scatchard plot between dark state
relaxation rates and phase shifts under the same 1MHz modulation frequency.

Third, more interestingly, the shorter dark state lifetime also corresponds to
the “horizontal” shift of the peak position to a higher modulation frequency, which
has been observed experimentally when triplet state quencher is added to FAD
solution. Such a shift arises because the “horizontal” frequency position of the FAPA
peak is an indicator to the time scale of the dark state relaxation, as implied by our
earlier discussion on dynamical resonant condition. Therefore, when the concentration
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of the dark state quencher increases, the dark state will exhibit a shorter lifetime,
which would lead to a FAPA curve that peaks at a higher modulation frequency.
2.2.7 Chemical Molecules Affecting Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
The triplet state is often regarded as the gateway to various subsequent radical
states formed through charge transfer from or to the environment [25, 33]. Therefore,
we next explore the consequence of promoting and suppressing triplet state
population on the FAPA effect. A series of chemical species such as heavy-atom
iodide, mercaptoethanol, and nitroxide radical were used.
Due to the strong spin-orbit coupling arising from the heavy atom effect,
potassium iodide (KI) is known to accelerate otherwise forbidden and slow transitions
of kED and kDG between singlet and triplet states in both directions [22, 34]. As shown
in Figure 2-11A, adding KI into the FAD solution not only considerably decreases the
absolute FAPA signal size but also shifts the modulation frequency peak from the
original 400kHz to 500kHz-1.5MHz with increasing KI concentration. Based on the
frequency response of the FAPA effect as understood in Figure 2-10A, this “blue”
shift in the peak of the modulation frequency implies that KI has significantly
shortened the triplet state lifetime of FAD. This trend would result in a lower triplet
state population trapping and therefore consistently account for the observed weaker
FAPA effect of FAD upon adding KI.
Interestingly, the addition of KI is found to have an opposite effect on Rh6G
solution. As shown in Figure 2-11B, addition of KI results in a noticeable increase in
the FAPA phase and a concurrent “blue” shift in the peak of the modulation frequency
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response. We attribute this to the more dominant effect of KI in accelerating the
intersystem crossing rate kED than in accelerating the triplet state relaxation rate kDG.
Similar effect of KI on promoting overall triplet state population in Rh6G has been
previously observed using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.

a

b

c

d

Figure 2-11. FAPA signal response to the chemical triplet-state-affecting molecules. (A) FAPA
frequency response of FAD with different added KI concentrations. Note both the amplitude
attenuation and peak shift of FAPA curves with higher KI concentration. (B) Response of the FAPA
phase of Rh6G with added KI. The progressive phase increase with added KI is interpreted as an
acceleration of the intersystem crossing rate from E to D. (C) FAPA frequency response for FAD
without and with 2% BME (v/v). BME is a known triplet quencher. (D) FAPA frequency response for
FAD with added TEMPO which is a stable free radical. In all (A)-(D), a peak intensity of 600 kW/cm2
of the 455nm laser is used at the focus.

We then test the effect of two other chemicals, beta-mercaptoethanol (BME)
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and 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO), respectively. Addition
of BME to FAD solution is found to significantly suppress the FAPA effect, as
observed in Figure 2-11C. This is consistent with the fact that BME has commonly
been used as a triplet state quencher in in vitro single-molecule spectroscopy and
imaging [21, 35]. Being a stable free nitroxide radical, TEMPO can efficiently quench
the triplet states of many molecules such as ketones and aromatic hydrocarbons [36].
As shown in Figure 2-11D, addition of 1mM TEMPO to FAD is found to decrease
the FAPA signal and concurrently to shift the frequency peak by over 200 kHz
towards higher frequencies, indicative of a shortening in triplet state lifetime. Taken
together, all the above tests of KI, BME and TEMPO prove that the FAPA effect can
indeed probe photophysical population and dynamics of the triplet (dark) states.
2.2.8 Dark State Imaging with Fluorescence Anomalous Phase Advance
Finally, as shown in Figure 2-12, we demonstrate microscopic imaging with
FAPA effect as a contrast mechanism, to emphasize that FAPA signal could serve as a
fast and straightforward reporter on the spatial variations of dark states dynamics
which are otherwise difficult to probe. We believe that FAPA-based imaging is
interesting because dark states can sense local environments in a much longer time
frame than singlet states, and thus provide much more sensitive signals. For example,
the fluorescence intensity image (Figure 2-12A) and the FAPA phase image (Figure
2-12B) display opposite contrasts between FAD and FAD/KI solutions: adding KI into
FAD decreases FAPA magnitude and enhances overall fluorescence intensity, but
without affecting fluorescence lifetime too much. In the bounder area, the
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fluorescence intensity shows gradually changing trend, however the FAPA signal
gives out totally different pattern, but still distinguishing. Besides, it is known that
physicochemical properties such as magnetic field and oxygen concentration have
much stronger interactions with dark states than with fluorescent bright states.

a

b

Figure 2-12. Microscopy images based on fluorescence intensity (A) and FAPA phase (B) from a
sample made of 20µM FAD (up) and 20µM FAD + 20mM KI (down) separated by a thin
coverslip vertically mounted on a horizontal coverslip. The 200 × 200 µm images are composed of
100 × 100 pixels with a pixel dwell time of 3 ms. A peak intensity of 600 kW/cm2 of 455nm laser
modulated at 400 kHz and a time constant of 3 ms were used. The coverslip gives a vanishing
fluorescence intensity which results in phase overflow at the lock-in amplifier. While the addition of 20
mM KI into FAD increases the time-averaged fluorescence intensity in (A), it significantly reduces the
FAPA effect in (B).

2.3

Conclusion
As mentioned before, there are two fluorescence-based techniques that have

been developed to study dark states. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has
been proven to be a powerful technique for this task [37, 38]. FAPA is radically
different from FCS in that FAPA is a frequency-domain ensemble approach whereas
FCS is a time-domain single-molecule technique. Thus, the acquisition of the FAPA
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signal, which is achievable at a millisecond timescale, would be much faster than
building up a autocorrelation function which normally takes 10~100 seconds. Most
recently, Widengren et al. have developed interesting schemes to analyze how the
time-averaged fluorescence intensity changes under different laser modulation
schemes such as varying pulse widths. In comparison, FAPA is a phase fluorometry
approach, which could quickly produce a single phase readout thanks to the phasesensitive detection capability of the lock-in amplifier.
Being a fast frequency-domain reporter, the FAPA effect holds promise to
enhance our understanding of dark-state dynamics in complex temporal and spatial
environments. First, the FAPA effect can directly report on spatially varying
differences in dark-state populations and lifetimes in biological specimens and in
materials, as briefly demonstrated in Figure 5. The present study on the FAPA effect
of FAD lays a foundation for future bioimaging, given the universal abundance of
endogenous flavin proteins inside live cells and tissues. Second, the FAPA effect can
detect temporally varying differences in dark-state dynamics on a fast (∼millisecond)
timescale. Considering the growing interest in the physicochemical nature of dark
states by many basic research areas including photobleaching, blinking,
photoswitching mechanisms of organic fluorophores, fluorescent proteins and
semiconductor nanoparticles, we propose that the FAPA effect will potentially be of
use in furthering these spectroscopy investigations.
To summarize, the FAPA effect reported and characterized here is the first
frequency-domain fluorescence method to probe the dark state of fluorescent
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molecules. The effect itself offers a specific, fast, and convenient reporter for sensing
and imaging dark-state population and dynamics, which could be complementary to
the widely used fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy and microscopy.
2.4

Experimental Methods

2.4.1 Confocal Phase Fluorometry Setup
The frequency-domain phase fluorometry experimental setup is shown in
Figure 2-13. A 445nm diode laser (Cube 445-50, Coherent) is used as the excitation
source on a home-built confocal microscope. The output of the laser is intensity
modulated by an acousto-optic modulator (3200-121, Crystal Technology). A
100MHz function generator (Tektronix AFG3102) provides a sinusoidal RF
waveform to the AOM driver which imparts an intensity modulation with a high
modulation depth (>90%) to the undiffracted zeroth-order laser beam. Adjustable
modulation frequencies from 50 kHz to 2 MHz are used in this study. The modulated
beam is spatially filtered, expanded, collimated and sent into an inverted microscope
body (Olympus IX71). A laser dichroic mirror (FF458, Semrock) reflects the
excitation light into a water immersion objective lens (Olympus UPlanSApo, 60x,
1.2NA). The same objective collects the epi-fluorescence signal which is directed to
the microscope’s primary image plane. A 50μm pinhole in front of the photomultiplier
tube (PMT, Hamamatsu R9110) ensures confocality. A fluorescence filter was used in
front of the PMT to reject the fundamental laser light.
The PMT signal is first amplified by a wide-bandwidth (~ 5 MHz)
preamplifier (C7950, Hamamatsu) and is then sent to a dual-phase RF lock-in
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amplifier (SR844, Stanford Research Systems) with 50 Ω termination without any
further processing. A portion of the modulated laser light is reflected onto a
photodiode (DET36A, ThorLabs) which provides the reference signal to the lock-in.
The phase difference between the fluorescence signal and the reference, θ, is directly
calculated by the lock-in amplifier and recorded. The fundamental laser light reflected
from a sample coverslip was set as the absolute phase zero for all consequent
measurements. To acquire images, the sample is moved by a closed-loop piezo stage
(P-545.2R7, Physik Instrumente) in a raster pattern. A home-written LabVIEW
program is used to control the stage scanning and to form images via a data
acquisition card (PCI-6259, National Instruments).

Figure 2-13. Schematic of the confocal phase fluorometry setup. A lock-in amplifier is used to
compute the phase difference between the collected fluorescence and the modulated excitation laser.
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2.4.2 Chemicals
FAD, Rh6G, FITC, KI, BME and TEMPO were obtained from commercial
sources (Sigma Aldrich) with highest purity and used without further
purification. FAD was dissolved in 100mM phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4)
and diluted to 20µM concentration. Rh6G was prepared as a 1mM stock
solution in DMSO and diluted in ultrapure water to 1µM. FITC was prepared in
100mM TRIS buffer (pH 8.0) and diluted to 2 µM. All samples were sealed in
imaging spacers (Grace Biolabs) between two glass coverslips.
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Chapter 3
PROTEIN-FLEXIBILITY MEDIATED COUPLING BETWEEN
PHOTOSWITCHING KINETICS AND SURROUNDING VISOCITY
OF A PHOTOCHROMIC FLUORESCENT PROTEIN

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*The content of this chapter has been published in
1.
Ya-Ting Kao, Xinxin Zhu, Wei Min. “Protein-flexibility mediated coupling
between photoswitching kinetics and surrounding viscosity of a photochromic
fluorescent protein”, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 2012, 109 (9), p. 3220-3225
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3.1

Introduction
Green fluorescent protein (GFP), first isolated from the bioluminescent

Aequorea victoria jellyfish, and its variants are widely used as genetically encoded
reporters in bioimaging applications [1-4]. These fluorescent proteins (FPs) fold into a
rigid 11-stranded -barrel with a coaxial central helix holding an autocatalyticallyderived chromophore and short helical segments capping both ends of the barrel [5].
As a consequence, the GFP chromophore, Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67 (SYG), is encapsulated
within the protein matrix and well-shielded from the bulk solvent. Hence, unlike
organic fluorophores whose fluorescence lifetimes are often sensitive to solvent
viscosity, the medium viscosity surrounding the FPs has no correlative effect on the
fluorescence intensity or lifetime of GFP variants [6-8]. Previous studies show that the
inverse of the average lifetime of GFP is linearly proportional to the square of the
refractive index by measuring the GFP fluorescence decay in different glycerol-water
mixtures (0-90%) with FLIM and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy [6, 7]. The
main cause for this effect is the polarizability of the medium surrounding the
fluorescence. The viscosity has no effect on the fluorescence lifetime of GFP. This is
completely due to the shielding role of the -barrel on the chromophore of GFP.
Without -barrel, the GFP Chromophore does show viscosity-dependent fluorescence
decay like other synthesized fluorescent dye molecules [9].
According to the known Stokes-Einstein-Debye relationship, the rate of
rotation rate constant krot around a single bond could be approximately expressed as:

krot 

k BT
4r 3
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where η is the solvent viscosity in N·s·m-2, kB is the Boltzmann constant
(1.3806 ×10-23 m2· kg·s-2·K-1), T is the temperature, and r is radius in m. Because bond
rotation is a major part of the nonradiative decay, it explains that the solvent viscosity
will increase the fluorescence life time of the fluorophore directly exposed to the
surrounding solvent [10]. So, fluorescent molecular rotors have emerged as novel and
environmentally-sensitive probes that could be used to image the micro-viscosity in a
biological sample. However, there is no report on GFP-based viscosity sensor so far.
Recently, several distinct classes of FPs such as photoactivatable,
photoconvertible and photoswitchable FPs have drawn considerable interest, owing to
their special light responses. The chromophores of these FPs can either be activated to
initiate fluorescence from a dark state or be optically converted from one color to
another [11-14]. Both photoactivation and photoconversion processes are irreversible.
In contrast, the unique class of photoswitchable FPs can undergo reversible
conversions between a fluorescent bright state and a nonfluorescent dark state upon
light irradiation with appropriate wavelengths [15-17].
Among all photoswitchable FPs, Dronpa is the most studied prototype [15].
As a monomeric protein, Dronpa exhibits a typical GFP-like barrel structure (Figure
3-1A) with its chromophore, Cys62-Tyr63-Gly64 (CYG), held in the center. Notably,
CYG in Dronpa adapts distinct cis- and trans- conformations in the bright and dark
state, respectively [18-21]. As shown in Figure 3-1A, irradiating Dronpa at 488 nm
will generate fluorescence emission in the green channel. Meanwhile, 488-nm light
can convert Dronpa to a nonfluorescent dark state with a bright-to-dark switching
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efficiency (BD) of 3.210-4 [15]. This nonfluorescent dark state is not the same as the
triplet state that is relatively short life time, but the singlet state with energy close to
the ground state and its life time is long. In addition, the dark state can be efficiently
converted back to the original bright state by a brief irradiation at 405 nm (DB=0.37).

Figure 3-1. Structural and photophysical characteristics of Dronpa. (A) Photoswitching scheme of
the Dronpa protein. Upon irradiation at 405 and 488 nm, Dronpa switches between dark and bright
states. Structures of the dark and bright state are shown in grey (PDB: 2POX) and green (PDB: 2IOV),
respectively. (B) Representative views of the chromophore and its nearby residues. The CYG
chromophore in Dronpa adapts distinct cis and trans conformations in the bright (Upper) and dark state
(Lower), respectively.

The primary mechanism for Dronpa photoswitching is thought to arise from
the changes in the protonation-deprotonation states and/or cis-trans conformations of
the chromophore accompanied by regulation of structural flexibility of the protein
matrix (Figure 3-1B) [16, 19, 21]. In line with these insights, several Dronpa mutants
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with higher structural flexibility, such as Dronpa-2, Dronpa-3, rsFastlime, bsDronpa
and Padron, are found to exhibit higher photoswitching efficiency [20, 22-24]. While
the photochromism of Dronpa has been harnessed to study protein trafficking inside
cells [15, 25] and to super-resolution fluorescence imaging [23, 26, 27], its
environmental dependence is largely unexplored.
3.2

Results
We first report our finding that the bright-to-dark photoswitching kinetics of

the original Dronpa and its Dronpa-3 mutant is actually not an intrinsic property of the
internal chromophore; instead, the kinetics slows down significantly with increasing
viscosity of the solvent that the protein is exposed to. To our best knowledge, this is
the first time to demonstrate the viscosity effect on the photophysics of FPs. Protein
flexibility mediated coupling between the chromophore’s cis-trans conformational
motion inside the protein and the environmental friction outside the protein is
proposed as the underlying mechanism. We further demonstrated micro-viscosity
imaging in the nucleus of live cells using the photoswitching kinetics of H2B-Dronpa3 fusion protein as a contrast mechanism. This would be the first genetically encoded
micro-viscosity reporter which does not exist with normal FPs, enabling the
characterization of the crowded intracellular local environments experienced by
specific proteins of interest.

3.2.1 Photoswitching trajectory of Dronpa under the microscope
Our modified confocal setup is shown in Figure 3-8. In particular, we will
control both the beam size and temporal switching of two excitation beams. Figure
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3-2A shows a typical fluorescence intensity trajectory of Dronpa in aqueous buffer.
When the 405-nm light is switched on while the 488-nm light is also on, the bright
green fluorescence appears immediately due to efficient photoswitching from the dark
state to the bight state by 405-nm light. When 405-nm light is switched off after a 1ms pulse duration and only 488-nm light is illuminating the sample, the fluorescence
intensity of Dronpa will start to decrease because the continuous bright-to-dark
switching-off effect by 488-nm light leads to dark-state buildup and concurrent brightstate population decay.
We now examine the temporal decay shown in Figure 3-2A. With a much
larger illumination area of the 405-nm beam creating a wide reservoir of Dronpa in
the bright state, immediately after the 405-nm light is switched off, Dronpa molecules
that are inside and outside the 488-nm confocal spot are all in the bright state, and
hence their diffusional exchange will not affect the optical signal. However, at longer
times after 405-nm laser is turned off, more dark-state population will build up inside
the 488-nm confocal spot, at which the diffusional exchange with the bright-state
molecules in the reservoir will effectively attenuate the fluorescence intensity decay.
Eventually, a steady-state plateau will be reached as the result of a balance between
the dark-state population generated inside the 488-nm confocal spot and the diffusion
of bright-state population from the reservoir outside the confocal spot. Hence, while
the steady-state plateau is convolved with diffusion dynamics of the protein molecule,
the initial decay (right after the 405-nm light is off) is free from the protein diffusion
contribution.
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Figure 3-2. Viscosity dependence of the photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa. (A) Fluorescence time
course of Dronpa in aqueous buffer under the corresponding on-off illumination scheme of the 488-nm
and 405-nm light. Inset shows the zoomed-in view and highlights the initial 1.5-ms duration of
fluorescence decay. The gray dashed line indicates the background fluorescence level. (B) Normalized
initial 1.5-ms fluorescence trajectories obtained under four different 488-nm laser powers in aqueous
buffer. (C) Normalized initial 1.5-ms fluorescence trajectories of Dronpa obtained in buffer with 0 and
90% glycerol under 488-nm irradiation at 200 W. Note that the red shot dashed line indicates
fluorescence decay with a rate of 164 s-1 which is 20% slower than 197 s-1 and the gray dashed line
indicates a normalized fluorescence intensity of 0.60. (D) Histograms of the decay rate obtained in
buffer with different percentages of glycerol under 488-nm irradiation at 200 W (0% dark red; 10%
red; 20% orange; 40% dark yellow; 60% green; 70% pale blue; 80% blue; and 90% purple).
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Thus, we utilize only the initial 1.5-ms fluorescence decay signal in order to
obtain the diffusion-free photoswitching rate, as highlighted with the green color in
the inset of Figure 3-2A. Indeed, the initial 1.5-ms fluorescence trace can be well fit
with a single-exponential decay, which implies the absence of other kinetic
contributions. Moreover, we verified that the protein diffusion is insignificant at such
a short time scale based on the known diffusion constant of GFP in aqueous solution
(D = ~5 µm2/s) [28]. As expected, the photoswitching rate constant is directly related
to the illumination intensity. With higher 488-nm excitation power, more molecules
were excited per unit time and faster fluorescence decay rates were observed (Figure
3-2B).
3.2.2 Viscosity dependence of photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa
We set out to test the viscosity effect on the switching rate by varying the
glycerol percentage of solvent. As shown in Figure 3-2C, we observed a slower
apparent fluorescence decay rate when Dronpa was immersed in a buffer with a
higher percentage of glycerol. Upon 488-nm irradiation at 200 W, the fluorescence
trajectories of Dronpa in solution with 0% and 90% glycerol exhibit a singleexponential decay rate of 197.61 and 103.38 s-1, respectively. In Figure 3-2D, a series
of detailed statistical histograms of the decay rates are shown by compiling over 300
fluorescence trajectories. With increasing solvent viscosity, a decrease in the apparent
fluorescence decay rate is clearly observed. Furthermore, we performed parallel
experiments under different 488-nm excitation powers. Quantitatively similar results
are seen, and the average deacceleration factor is about 1.97 between 0% and 90%
glycerol, as shown in Table 3-1. We attribute the observed deacceleration factor of
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1.97 of the apparent fluorescence decay rate to the viscosity dependence of
photoswitching rate, kBD, based on the following analysis. Upon 488-nm excitation,
the excited state of the bright-state Dronpa could undergo three competing processes:
a radiative fluorescence pathway (kradiative), a nonradiative relaxation process
(knonradiative), or the nonradiative bright-to-dark conversion (kBD). In principle,
alterations in the dynamics of any of these three pathways could lead to changes in the
apparent photoswitching yield, BD, (hence apparent fluorescence decay rate) as:

 BD 

kBD
kradiative  knonradiative  kBD

(1)

Table 3-1. The fluorescence decay rates of Dronpa in buffer with various percentages of glycerol
under different powers of 488-nm laser

Dronpa (% Glycerol)

100 µW

200 µW

400 µW

1,000 µW

0a

152.81

197.61

229.85

282.28

10

144.74

188.85

218.94

271.89

20

135.17

178.75

199.28

252.52

40

126.85

160.91

183.45

215.37

60

116.00

140.12

170.43

193.64

70

106.62

123.45

144.64

169.84

80

103.53

112.38

135.30

159.32

90b

97.71

103.38

112.15

118.87

Ratioa/b

1.56

1.91

2.04

2.37

* All rates are in the unit of second-1. Ratio is obtained by dividing a by b.
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As reported earlier, the fluorescence lifetime of GFP variants is reciprocally
proportional to the square of the refractive index [6, 7]. Assuming Dronpa also
follows such a correlation, we estimate the fluorescence lifetime of Dronpa in solution
with 90% glycerol (refractive index 1.458) to be 3.0 ns based on the fluorescence
lifetime of 3.6 ns reported earlier for Dronpa in aqueous solution (refractive index
1.333) [29]. Everything else being the same in both solutions, the decrease in BD due
to the increase of kradiative cannot be more than 20 % (Figure 3-2C). Thus, the
refractive-index-dependent kradiactive alone could not explain our observed factor of
1.97. On the other hand, one might expect a decrease in knonradiactive, as the protein
matrix fluctuation could get constrained by the high solvent viscosity. However,
according to Eq. (1), a decrease in knonradiative could only result in a higher BD.
Therefore, the observed deacceleration factor of 1.97 of the apparent fluorescence
decay rate could only result from a decrease in the bright-to-dark photoswitching rate
kBD.
3.2.3 Molecular mechanism of viscosity dependent photoswitching kinetics
As for the underlying mechanism, we reason that the cis-trans isomerization
of the chromophore inside Dronpa during photoswitching requires moderate
translational motion of a part of protein -barrel whose conformational dynamics
should be hindered by the frictional force exerted by viscous medium. As discussed
below, our proposal is supported by previous studies carried out by NMR, X-ray
crystal structure and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation approaches [16, 19, 21,
30].
In a recent NMR study, it has been demonstrated that the change in protein
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matrix flexibility is implicated upon bright-to-dark photoswitching of Dronpa [21].
Since the photoswitching between two states involves a regulation in structural
flexibility, applying a constraint on the dynamics of Dronpa protein matrix by the
medium friction, in our opinion, should be able to slow down the photoswitching
kinetics. Besides, crystal structural studies reveal that a cascade of structural
rearrangements occur within the protein core upon bright-to-dark photoswitching [16,
19]. In particular, the chromophore would have to change from the cis- to the transconfiguration and up to 5 nearby residues on the protein -barrel would need to
translate outward by approximately one Angstrom (Å) to be able to accommodate for
the spatial rearrangement of the chromophore isomerization. Hence, this is consistent
with our picture of protein coupled chromophore isomerization (i.e., photoswitching).
Moreover, the MD simulations suggest the flexibility of the chromophore and its
immediate protein environment is the key to nonradiative decay process of dark-state
Dronpa. As shown in Figure 3-1A, the dark-state of Dronpa losses both the hydrogen
bond with Ser-142 and the aromatic stacking with His-193 [19, 20]. Such structural
changes increase the flexibility of both the chromophore and a part of the -barrel,
favoring nonradiative relaxation processes and leading to a short dark-state
fluorescence lifetime of 14 ps. This again implies the possibility of that regulating
protein flexibility by local environments affects the accompanying process of brightto-dark chromophores switching.
As a control experiment, we observed almost no change in the photoswitching
kinetics of Dronpa in agarose gels of different percentages (Figure 3-3A). The
agarose gels form a 3-D matrix structure, similar to a sponge, where the
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microchamber size depends on the agarose percentage after gelation. The
microchamber size increased from averagely 200nm to 450nm, measured as the
diameter, when the agarose percentage deceases from 5% to 1% [31]. It is very
obvious that the microchamber in the agarose gel is much larger than Dronpa protein
size. As a result, the above-mentioned conformation constraints on proteins is missing
in the agarose gel’s microchambers in which proteins can still rotate and breath freely
as if they are in aqueous solvent. Hence, our proposed mechanism is that lightinduced mechanical motions of the cis-trans isomerization of chromophore inside the
protein would be coupled to the medium outside the protein through the
conformational flexibility of Dronpa protein.

Figure 3-3. Fluorescence time course and decay rates of Dronpa-3 in agarose gels of different
percentages. (A) Fluorescence time courses of Dronpa-3 in agarose gels of 1 and 5% concentrations
under the corresponding on-off illumination scheme of 405-nm light (488-nm light is continuously on).
The gray dashed line indicates the fluorescence background level. (B) The decay rate Dronpa-3 in
agarose gel of five different percentages. No clear difference of the decay rates was observed.

3.2.4 More pronounced viscosity dependence of a Dronpa mutant
Dronpa mutants such as Dronpa-2 and Dronpa-3 have been shown to exhibit
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higher photoswitching efficiencies than the original Dronpa. Meanwhile, both mutants
show multiexponential fluorescence lifetime decays and lower fluorescence quantum
yields. The multiexponential decay kinetics in GFP variants has been often associated
to the higher flexibility of the chromophore in the protein environment [32, 33]. The
lower fluorescence quantum yield of Dronpa-2 (FL=0.28) and Dronpa-3 (FL=0.33)
[23] indicates a dominant nonradiative process normally mediated by higher protein
flexibility and more structural fluctuation [30]. Because previous experiments show
that Dronpa-3 folds better than Dronpa-2, we chose Dronpa-3 and examined its
photoswitching kinetics in various solvent compositions, intrigued by the higher
photoswitching efficiency and the more flexible chromophore/protein conformation.
Figure 3-4A shows a fluorescence intensity trajectory of Dronpa-3 in aqueous
solution, which indeed decays faster than that of the original Dronpa (Figure 3-2A),
and it reaches to a lower steady-state plateau. Upon 488-nm irradiation at 200 W, the
fluorescence trajectories of Dronpa-3 in solution with 0% and 90% glycerol exhibit a
single-exponential decay rate of 656.14 and 167.24 s-1, respectively, with a
deacceleration factor of 3.92 (Figure 3-4B&Figure 3-4C). Experiments under
different 488-nm excitation powers were also performed and the average
deacceleration factor is found to be about 3.87 between 0% and 90% glycerol (Table
3-2). Compared to the corresponding factor of 1.97 in Dronpa, a factor of 3.87 for
Dronpa-3 clearly demonstrates a more pronounced dependence on the medium
viscosity (Figure 3-5A). We then compare the protein structures of Dronpa and
Dronpa-3 in Figure 3-5B. Note that the structure of Dronpa-3 is generated by a
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PyMOL maturation wizard with a double mutation (V157I/M159A). Isoleucine is
more bulky than valine, thus it is in a close distance of 2.5 Å to serine142. Since the
distance of 2.5 Å is shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of C in isoleucine
and C in serine, certain conformational rearrangements should occur, contributing to
weakening the hydrogen bond between serine142 and the chromophore. In addition,
alanine is much smaller than methionine leaving a spacious cavity to easily
accommodate the dark-state chromophore. Therefore, consistent with our proposed
mechanism, the higher flexibility of Dronpa-3 ultimately contributes to the
photoswitching kinetics that is more sensitive to the exposed medium friction.

Table 3-2. The fluorescence decay rates of Dronpa-3 in buffer with various percentages of glycerol
under different powers of 488-nm laser

Dronpa (% Glycerol)

100 µW

200 µW

400 µW

1,000 µW

0a

532.41

656.14

741.52

834.32

10

514.77

625.52

699.73

784.22

20

490.09

589.41

665.79

735.41

40

437.58

521.04

573.09

654.89

60

339.08

427.38

492.70

576.18

70

263.81

357.95

426.45

482.84

80

197.22

285.74

338.43

380.70

90b

133.47

167.24

193.67

223.98

Ratioa/b

3.99

3.92

3.83

3.27

* All rates are in the unit of second-1. Ratio is obtained by dividing a by b.
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Figure 3-4. Viscosity dependence of the photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa-3. (A) Fluorescence
time course of Dronpa-3 in aqueous buffer under the corresponding on-off illumination scheme of the
488-nm and 405-nm light. The gray dashed line indicates the fluorescence background level. (B)
Normalized initial 1.5-ms fluorescence trajectories of Dronpa-3 obtained in buffers with different
percentages of glycerol under 488-nm irradiation at 200 W. Note that the gray dashed line indicates a
normalized fluorescence intensity of 0.15 (C) Histograms of the decay rate obtained in buffer with
different percentages of glycerol under 488-nm irradiation at 200 W (0% dark red; 10% red; 20%
orange; 40% dark yellow; 60% green; 70% pale blue; 80% blue; and 90% purple).

Furthermore, we might gain some insights about photoswitching behavior in
general by lapping structures of the dark-state Dronpa and GFP together (Figure
3-5C). It can be seen that the phenylalanine165 in GFP spatially overlaps with the
dark-state Dronpa chromophore. Such a steric hindrance from protein -barrel would
severely obstruct the cis-trans isomerization of SYG chromophore of GFP, which
might explain why the normal GFP cannot photoswitch. Therefore, the Dronpa family
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possibly owes its photoswitching capability to the remarkable flexibility of the
chromophore cavity and (a part of) protein -barrel that exerts less steric/electrostatic
hindrance to the chromophore isomerization.

Figure 3-5. Comparison between Dronpa and Dronpa-3. (A) The decay rate of Dronpa and Dronpa3 under four different 488-nm laser powers and in buffer with eight different glycerol percentages.
Clearly, the photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa-3 exhibits a more pronounced dependence on the local
viscosity. (B) Structure comparison of bright-state Dronpa (18) and Dronpa-3. The Dronpa-3 structure
with a double mutation (V157I and M159A) is generated by the PyMOL maturation wizard. Note that
I157 (right) is in closer proximity to serine142 than V157 (left) and A159 (right) is further away from
the chromophore than M159 (left). (C) Structural overlap of dark-state Dronpa (gray) and GFP (blue)
(5, 17). The protein surface of F165 in GFP is shown in blue. Note that protein surface of F165 is
overlapping with the CYG chromophore.

3.2.5 Genetically encoded micro-viscosity reporter in live cells.
Based on the discovered unique optical property of Dronpa-3, we then
demonstrated its utility as a genetically encoded microenvironment probe which has
not been reported in the literature before. As discussed earlier, the normal GFP family
cannot achieve this goal, because its chromophore is well shielded from the
surrounding environment by the protein matrix and consequently its fluorescence
intensity and lifetime becomes unrelated to the medium viscosity (6-7).
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Figure 3-6. Mapping micro-viscosities in live cells with photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa-3 as a
contrast mechanism. (A) Histograms of the decay rate of Dronpa-3 under 488-nm irradiation at 100
W in buffers with different percentages of glycerol. (0% dark red; 10% red; 20% orange; 40% dark
yellow; 60% green; 70% pale blue; 80% blue; and 90% purple). (B) Images of Dronpa-3 that is
expressed alone in a HEK293T cell. (C & D) Images of Dronpa-3 fused with histone H2B protein and
expressed in a HEK293T cell. (C) Images were taken while the cell did not undergo mitosis. (D)
Images were taken while the cell underwent mitosis. In (B), (C), and (D), the fluorescence intensity
based image, the photoswitching rate based image and the corresponding decay rate histogram are
shown.

In our demonstration, Dronpa-3 was introduced into human embryonic kidney
cells (HEK293T) either alone or in fusion with histone H2B protein. As in in vitro
assays, each scanning confocal pixel spends 30-ms duration during which the 405-nm
light is on for the initial 1-ms while the 488-nm light is left on continuously. The
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regular intensity based contrast is obtained by averaging the fluorescence intensity
over 5 ms right after the 405-nm light is turned off. The novel photoswitching rate
based image contrast is generated by fitting the fluorescence decay of the initial 1.5ms.
As shown in Figure 3-6, all in vivo decay-rate histograms exhibit a wider
distribution and a slower average rate compared to that obtained from in vitro
experiments under 0% glycerol. The slower rate indicates a higher intracellular
viscosity and/or crowded environments that are affecting Dronpa-3’s protein matrix
flexibility. We note that, although GFP in the cytoplasm shows a certain distribution in
its kradiative due to intracellular variation of the refractive index [34], the distributions
of the decay rate observed here are much wider than what could result from refractive
index variation alone. Thus, our in vivo decay-rate histograms unambiguously
demonstrate a more heterogeneous environment in cells.
When Dronpa-3 was expressed alone in HEK293T cells, we obtained
information about microscopic environments of the cytoplasm that is not available
from regular intensity based images. As shown in Figure 3-6B, the average decay rate
observed from the cytoplasm corresponds with those observed from 20% and 40%
glycerol buffers. Hence, the viscosity of the cytoplasm can be estimated to be close to
3.0 mPas, which is indeed consistent with earlier reports using GFP fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [28]. In the case of Dronpa-3 fused with H2B
protein, when cells do not undergo mitosis (Figure 3-6C), the observed decay rate
indicates a more viscous chromatin environment experienced by H2B than that of the
cytoplasm (slightly higher than that of a 60% glycerol buffer). When cells undergo
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mitosis (Figure 3-6D), the observed decay rate exhibits an even more heterogeneous
variation of viscosity, possibly due to the densely packed chromosomes, ranging from
those of a 0% to a 90% glycerol buffer.

Figure 3-7. Mapping microviscosities in live cells with photoswitching kinetics of Dronpa-3 as a
contrast mechanism. (A) Histograms of the decay rate of Dronpa-3 under 488-nm irradiation at 100
μW in buffers with different percentages of glycerol (0% dark red; 10% red; 20% orange; 40% dark
yellow; 60% green; 70% pale blue; 80% blue; and 90% purple). (B) Images of Dronpa-3 that are
expressed alone in an HEK 293T cell. (C and D) Images of Dronpa-3 fused with histone H2B protein
and expressed in an HEK 293T cell. (C) Images were taken while the cell did not undergo mitosis. (D)
Images were taken while the cell underwent mitosis. In B, C, and D, the fluorescence intensity-based
image, the photoswitching rate-based image, and the corresponding decay rate histogram are shown.
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More images are shown in Figure 3-7. Such a remarkable heterogeneity in the
distributions of the micro-viscosity experienced by H2B might be related to the
recently observed heterogeneous chromatin compaction detected by fluorescence
anisotropy of H2B-EGFP [35].
3.3

Conclusion
In summary, we report here on the unique viscosity sensing property of the

photophysics of the photochromic fluorescence protein Dronpa and its mutant. This
might be the first example of fluorescent proteins in which the external environment
could exert a mechanical effect on the internal chromophore, making Dronpa an
intermediate between the fully exposed organic dyes and the normal FPs whose
chromophores are completely shielded. The critical protein conformational flexibility
could be responsible not only for the emergence of the photoswitching capability of
Dronpa family but also for the delicate coupling between the cis-trans isomerization
of the internal chromophore and the environment outside the protein. This is
reminiscent of the protein conformational cascade during signal transduction in
rhodopsin family. These insights could shed light on the molecular mechanism of the
protein photochromic effect and enhance further protein engineering towards
improved or novel photophysical properties.
On the bio-imaging side, this genetically encoded viscosity reporter could
enable characterization of the crowed micro-environment experienced by any specific
proteins of interest via protein fusion, although we only demonstrated H2B in this
study. Given the fact that intracellular viscosity and macromolecular crowding play an
important role in processes such as signal transduction, nuclear envelope function,
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chromatin localization, ribonucleoprotein assembly and diffusion of reactive oxygen
species [36-38], this new reporter could provide valuable mechanistic information
about protein function in the crowded and dynamic cellular environment. For
example, the observed heterogeneous micro-viscosity throughout cell nucleus shown
in Figure 3-6, together with the reported spatio-temporal heterogeneity of chromatin
compaction/fluidity [35], could have broader implications in understanding chromatin
condensation and transcription control within live cells.
3.4

Experimental Methods

3.4.1 Fluorescence Microscopy
Our experimental setup is a home-built confocal microscope equipped with
two-color laser excitation (Figure 3-8). The 488-nm beam was spatially expanded and
collimated by the expanding telescope consisting of two convex lenses that has not
been shown in the scheme. Then it was collinearly combined with the 405-nm beam,
which had a smaller beam size, at the center of the first dichroic mirror. As a result,
the focal spot of 488-nm beam in the sample is smaller and completely covered by the
405-nm illumination area after the 100X oil-immersion objective. Temporally,
samples were continuously illuminated with the 488-nm light, while a 1 millisecond
(ms) pulse of 405-nm light was applied every 30 ms. A fluorescence filter and a 50
μm pinhole were used in front of the photomultiplier tube to reject the fundamental
laser light and background fluorescence, and to ensure confocality as well. To acquire
fluorescence trajectories and images, the sample was moved by a closed-loop piezo
stage in a raster scanning pattern. A home-written LabVIEW program was used to
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control the stage scanning, to synchronize 405-nm pulse firing and to record
fluorescence signals via a data acquisition card (Figure 3-8 lower box). For image
data analysis, another LabVIEW program was used to extract initial 1.5-ms
fluorescence decay trajectories and then fit the extracted traces with singleexponential decay to calculate the decay rate that is plotted out to form the decay rate
based images.

Figure 3-8. Schematic of the modified confocal fluorescence microscope and illumination scheme.
The 488-nm laser provides continuous illumination and it is tightly focused, whereas the pulsed 405nm laser, which has a smaller beam size, is loosely focused by the same microscope objective (upper
box). After the piezo stage moves to a new pixel every 30 ms, the 405-nm laser is switched on for only
1 ms and the time course of fluorescence emission is continuously recorded under 488-nm excitation
(lower box).
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3.4.2 Plasmid Construction
Dronpa expression vector (pDG1-MC1) and Dronpa-3 cloning vector (pDG3S1) were purchased from MBL International Corporation. The DNA fragment
containing the Dronpa gene and 6 Histines tag between NdeI and XhoI was prepared
by PCR using pDG1-MC1, pDG3-S1respectively as the template and the primers: 5’TTC TAC GTC ATA TGC ATC ACC ACC ATC ATC ACA TGG TGA GTG TGA
TTA AAC CAG ACA TG-3’ (the forward primer) and 5’-TAG AAC TGC TCG AGC
TAC TTG GCC TGC CTC GGC AG-3’ (the reverse primer). The fragment was
subcloned into the NdeI and XhoI site of pAED4 plasmid to give the pAED4-Dronpa
vector and the pAED4-Dronpa-3 vector that were later used to express Dronpa protein
in Escherichia coli BL21 cells. For in vivo experiments, the H2B-Dronpa-3 plasmids
and the Dronpa-3 expression vector were constructed by replacing the EGFP gene in
the H2B-GFP plasmid with the Dronpa-3 gene and removing the H2B gene from the
H2B-Dronpa-3 plasmids, respectively. Both pAED4 plasmid and H2B-GFP plasmid
are generous gifts from Prof. Virginia Cornish.
3.4.3 Protein Production, Purification
The pAED4-Dronpa vector and the pAED4-Dronpa-3 vector

was

electroporated in BL21(DE3)pLysS E. coli cells (Invitrogen) and selected on LBAmpicilin plates. Colonies were picked and grown in 1 mL liquid LB-Ampicilin
cultures for 4 hours at 37 oC with shaking. Then 100 µL aliquots were removed from
each culture and the cells were pelleted at 14,000 rpm for 3 minutes. The supernatant
was removed and the pellets were frozen at -80 oC. A single pellet was used to
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inoculate 250 mL cultures of LB-Ampicilin medium. These cultures were grown in a
shaking incubator at 200 rpm and 37 oC to an OD600 = 0.6 ~ 0.8. Then, the cultures
were induced with 100 µM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) and grown for
another 3~4 hours under the same conditions as previous. These cultures were then
harvested by centrifugation at 5000 × g for 15 minutes at 4 oC. The pellets were then
frozen at -80 oC.

A

B

Figure 3-9. Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gel of Dronpa and Dronpa-3. (A) Dronpa from tubes
corresponding to the 4th, 5th, 6th sample column the gel were collected which shows a single band that
indicates >95% purity. (B)After size-exclusion chromatography purification, Dronpa-3 from tubes
corresponding to the 1st, 2nd sample column on the gel were collected which shows a single band that
indicates >95% purity.

To isolate the protein, the pellets were thawed and resuspended in 50 ml lysis
buffer and lyzed by French Press. The lysate was then centrifuged at 15,000 × g for 60
minutes at 4 oC. The protein was then purified from the supernatant by histidine-tag
affinity and subsequent size-exclusion chromatography according to standard
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procedures. The protein was 95% pure as judged from a Coomassie stained SDSPAGE gel. The concentration of the purified protein was measured by the absorbance
at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 31,100 M-1cm-1 [39]. A final protein
concentration of 10~50 M was prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH
8.0 with 300 mM NaCl and 0, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 70%, 80% or 90% (v/v) of
glycerol.
3.4.4 Mammalian Cell Culture and Plasmid Transfection
The HEK 293T cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) at 37 oC
with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. One day prior to transfection, HEK 293T cells were
seeded in plates at a density of 2105 cells in 2 ml of DMEM complete culture
media. To do transfection, 100 µL Opti-Mem® (Invitrogen), followed by 2 µg plasmid
construct, was added and well mixed in an eppendorf microtube. Then, 6 µL
FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent is added and pipetted to mix all the solutions.
The plasmids-transfection reagent mixture was incubated for 15~20 minutes at room
temperature. After the incubation, the transfection reagent: plasmids complex was
added onto HEK 293T cells. Incubate the cells at 37 oC for 24-48 hours before live
cell confocal imaging.
3.5
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4.1

Introduction
Advances in optical imaging techniques have transformed the way modern life

sciences are conducted [1, 2]. However, optical microscopy has limitations in
relatively coarse spatial resolution and superficial penetration depth, compared to
other imaging modalities such as electron microscopy and magnetic resonance
imaging [3]. While the diffraction limit has been broken by several seminal superresolution imaging techniques [4-7], the deepest penetration into scattering samples
with cellular resolution is currently achieved by two-photon excitation fluorescence
(TPEF) microscopy. Due to the nonlinear intensity dependence of the absorption
process, two-photon excited fluorescence is mostly generated from the laser focus
where the probability of having two (or more) contemporaneous incident photons is
the highest [8, 9]. Such a spatially confined excitation enables to capture the emitted
fluorescence photons, which are subsequently scattered within the sample, by a widefield large-area detector efficiently without a confocal pinhole. Such intrinsic optical
sectioning dramatically promotes the detection sensitivity and hence imaging depth
deeply into scattering samples, which constitutes a 3~5 fold increase in penetration
depth than confocal microscopy [3, 10]. Consequently, TPEF microscopy has become
an indispensable tool for many areas of biomedicine especially for neuroscience [2,
11].
However, a fundamental imaging-depth limit still exists for multiphoton
fluorescence imaging of scattering samples [12-16]. As shown in Figure 4-1A, the
two-photon fluorescence image of fluorescent beads embedded in a turbid 3D sample
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quickly fades away with the increasing depth when using a constant laser power. The
corresponding depth is, however, not the true maximum, because images can be
acquired much deeper when the laser power is increased (Figure 4-1B). Nevertheless,
the imaging contrast is deteriorating with depth in Figure 4-1B.

Figure 4-1. Fundamental imaging-depth limit of multi-photon fluorescence microscopy. (A)
Depth-dependent two-photon optical sections of a tissue phantom made of 5% intralipid, 1% agarose
gel and fluorescent beads (diameter 1 μm) under a constant laser power excitation. Fluorescence signal
quickly attenuates with the imaging depth. (B) Depth images of the same sample using a compensative
higher laser power to maintain the signal strength. The resulting images, though can reach deeper than
(A), suffers from a loss of contrast as the out-of-focus background begins to dominate. The
fundamental imaging-depth limit is reached when the in-focus signal and the out-of-focus background
are equal to each other.

Eventually, it is no longer feasible to identify the target beads from the
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overwhelming background. Such an ultimate imaging-depth limit arises because, as
the incident laser power drops exponentially with depth into the sample due to
scattering loss, the fluorescence from the out-of-focus beads (especially those located
close to the sample surface) will grow and dominate eventually. Obviously, this
fundamental depth limit cannot be overcome by increasing laser excitation efficiency
which would enhance signal and background equally.
Extensive experimental efforts have been invested in improving the imaging
depth of TPEF microscopy employing a number of distinct strategies, such as
adaptive optics designed to pre-compensate for the scattering loss [17, 18], imaging
with longer excitation wavelengths which experience less scattering effect [19],
optical phase conjugation [20], ex vivo chemical cleaning reagent [21], and
differential aberration imaging via focal modulation [22]. It is worth noting that most
of these methods focus on tailoring the incident laser beams to reduce the scattering
effect of the turbid sample on the light waves. However, relative little investigation
has been carried to search for special imaging probes.
The quadratic dependence of the absorption rate on the incident laser intensity
is the underlying principle for two-photon microscopy to exhibit spatially localized
excitation [23]. Since the limited imaging depth is a consequence of losing contrast
between signal and background, it is reasonable to explore higher-order nonlinearity
which should exhibit a stronger discrimination against the background. In principle,
this can be done by detecting three- or four- photon excited fluorescence. However,
this seemingly viable approach is not practically attractive, because (1) the
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simultaneous three- or four- photon absorption is an extremely improbable event
whose amplitude is determined by the 5th or 7th order nonlinear polarizability, and (2)
the excitation wavelength for GFP, YFP and RFP needs to be between 1400 and 2200
nm, which lies outside the transparent optical window of most biological tissues [24].

Figure 4-2. Energy diagrams of nonlinear optical processes. (A) Current nonlinear optical processes
involve short-lived virtual states: TPEF (two-photon excited fluorescence); SHG (second harmonic
generation); THG (third harmonic generation); CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering); SRS
(stimulated Raman scattering). (B) Four distinct molecular-switch-mediated multiphoton fluorescence
processes discussed in this study.

Herein we demonstrate that the unique dark-bright switching properties of
special imaging probes could provide new sources of higher-order nonlinearity (up to
6th order) which could then enhance the signal-to-background ratio and effectively
extend the fundamental imaging-depth limit of two-photon microscopy. As depicted
by energy diagrams in Figure 4-2, our new strategy harnesses new quantum states of
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special fluorophores to generate extra nonlinearity. This new approach does not
require extremely high laser power or unfeasibly long wavelength. We explore the
utility of an emerging class of optical highlighter FPs, photoactivitable and
photoswitchable FPs, for deep multiphoton imaging. GFP and its variants are widely
used as genetically encoded reporters in bio-imaging applications [25-27]. Unlike
conventional FPs, photoactivitable and photoswitchable FPs could switch between a
fluorescent (i.e., bright) and a non-fluorescent (i.e., dark) state upon light illumination
at two different wavelengths. Such unique photochromism has been employed for a
variety of interesting applications including intracellular protein trafficking [28], subdiffraction resolution fluorescence microscopy through either deterministic or
stochastic methods [29-33], removing auto-fluorescence background via optical lockin detection [34], photochromic FRET [35, 36], and most recently as a genetically
encoded micro-viscosity reporter [37].
By harnessing the unique switching ability of photoactivitable and
photoswitchable FPs, our strategy preferentially turns on or off the photoactivitable
and photoswitchable FPs at the focal plane while keeping the out-of-focus
background protein in the opposite state. Such a focal switch approach generates a
background-free image with much improved imaging contrast, which effectively
extends the fundamental imaging-depth limit of multiphoton microscopy. We
demonstrate two distinct but related techniques, multiphoton deactivation and imaging
(MPDI) and multiphoton activation and imaging (MPAI), by both analytical theory
and imaging experiments on tissue phantoms. Therefore, by offering the switchable
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on-off molecular quantum states, photoactivitable and photoswitchable FPs seem to
be capable of both breaking the diffraction-limited spatial resolution and extending
the imaging-depth limit.
4.2

Results

4.2.1 Theoretical Fundaments of Super-Nonlinear Fluorescence Microscopy
4.2.1.1 The
Fluorescence

Fundamental

Imaging-Depth

Limit

of

Two-Photon

Excited

Microscopy

We first discuss two-photon fluorescence imaging in scattering sample labeled
with regular fluorophores. Using the criterion that the in-focus signal and the out-offocus background are equal for most pixels [12-16], the fundamental imaging-depth
limit can be defined as


S

 
 B  regular

  C (r , z ) I (r , z, t ) d t d V

  C (r , z ) I (r , z, t ) d t d V
Vin 0

2

S

2

Vout 0

1

(1)

B

where Vin is the focal volume at the focal plane, Vout is the total sample volume
along the beam path but excluding the volume at the focal plane, r is the distance
from the optical axis, z is the axial distance from the tissue surface, C is the local
fluorophore concentration, and I is the local imaging laser intensity, and τ is the pixel
dwell time during the imaging. When the focused laser beam is raster scanning the
sample, the spatial variation and associated noise of the background would obscure
the desirable signal. We assume there is no fluorophore saturation or bleaching during
image acquisition, and identical fluorescence collection efficiency between the signal
and the background at the wide-field detector.
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It is crucial to understand how the laser intensity distributes within the
scattering sample when the fundamental imaging-depth limit is reached. The
fluorophores are normally distributed throughout the sample such as transgenic
animal tissues with extensive FP expression. Thus, the number of out-of-focus
fluorophores is almost always orders-of-magnitude larger than that of the in-focus
ones:



Vout

CB (r , z ) d V   CS (r , z ) d V . Therefore, despite of the scattering loss,
Vin

when the depth limit is reached as defined in Eq. (1), I 2 (r , z ) at the focus will have to
be much more intense than the out-of-focus counterpart. When coupled with new
spectroscopic transitions, this potentially offers additional discrimination mechanism
against background.
In the simple condition of homogeneous fluorophore distribution, i.e.,

CB (r , z )  CS (r , z) ,

 2

I
V 0

(r , z, t ) d t dV will be identical between the background and

the signal. Consequently, the integral of I 2 (r , z ) over a subset of the out-of-focus
volume (e.g.,



out

I 2 (r , z ) d r for any z layers) will also be smaller than that over the

focus.
4.2.1.2 Transition From the Dark State to the Bright State
For fluorophores that can be switched from dark states to bright states, as
shown in Figure 4-2B, we propose to perform multiphoton activation and imaging
(MPAI) procedure in which the activation process from dark state to the (bright)
ground state is induced by a two-photon laser at wavelength of λa with intensity of I a
and the subsequent imaging is excited by a laser at λi with intensity of I i . After
scanning by λa with a pixel dwell time of  a , C (r , z ) in Eq. (1) should be replaced by
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the concentration in the bright state, A(r , z ) , which will scale with the activation
yield,  : A(r, z)  C (r, z) (r, z, a ) . In the simplest condition,  (t ) follows a firstorder chemical kinetics as  (r, z, t )  1  exp( kat ) where the rate constant k a is
proportional to the two-photon absorption cross section,  a , in the unit of GoppertMayer, I a2 (r , z ) of the two-photon activation laser, its pulse width, δ, and its repetition
rate, frep, and the quantum yield of dark-to-bright switching,  DB :



ka   af repDB I a (r , z )a hc



2

(2)

The fluorescence signal of the final MPAI image of the activated bright state would
then be





SMPAI  1  e k a a Ii2 (r, z)C (r, z)

(3)

4.2.1.3 Transition From the Bright State to the Dark State
For fluorophores that can be switched from bright states to dark states under
the same imaging laser wavelength λi, we can carry out a multiphoton deactivation
and imaging (MPDI) procedure as shown in Figure 4-2B: taking a differential image
before and after switching off the bright states preferentially within the focus volume.
The pre-deactivation image would be the same as obtained with regular fluorophores.
In contrast, the post-deactivation image will depend on the two-photon deactivation
kinetics. When the switch is being illuminated by λi for a pixel dwell time of  d in a
deactivation scanning, C (r , z ) in Eq. (1) would be decreasing with time. Following a
first-order kinetics, the survival population C (r , z, t )  C (r , z, t0 )e

kd t

during

0  t   d in which the deactivation rate constant



kd   if rep BD I i (r , z )i hc



2

(4)
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being proportional to the two-photon absorption cross section at λi, the quantum yield
of bright-to-dark switching,  BD . The final fluorescence signal in the differential
image between the pre- and post- deactivation would be proportional to the
deactivated population





SMPDI  1  e kd d I i2 (r, z)C (r, z, t0 )

(5)

Note that this result is analogous to that of the dark-to-bright transition in Eq. (3).
4.2.1.4 Cyclic transitions between the dark state and the bright state
We now introduce two more complex scenarios (Figure 4-2B) in which the
molecular switches undergo cyclic transition between dark states and bright states.
Reversible switches will be needed here. For one scenario, the molecules start the
cyclic transition from the dark state. Then, MPAI will bring them to the bright state,
resulting in a fluorescence signal as in Eq. (3). After that, we can go on to switch the
activated bright population back to the dark state by a prolonged deactivation.
Essentially, the final image of the MPAI will serve as the pre- deactivation image of
MPDI. The resulting signal in this joint MPAI-MPDI procedure of dark-bright-dark
transition would be







Scyclic  1  e ka a 1  e kd d I i2 (r, z)C (r, z, t0 )

(6)

For another scenario, the molecules start from the bright state, and then go to the dark
state via MPDI, and finally back to the bright state via MPAI. Obviously, the final
signal of this joint MPDI-MPAI procedure would exhibit the same formula as in Eq.
(6).
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4.2.1.5 High-order nonlinearity associated with MPAI and MPDI
Having arrived similar signal expressions for MPAI and MPDI, we now
discuss the associated nonlinearity in terms of the dependence on the incident laser
intensity. In addition to obvious 2nd dependence on the imaging laser, the population
kinetics would lead to additional nonlinearity. When the laser intensity is low and/or
the activation/deactivation dwell time is short, 1  exp( ka / d a / d )  I a2/ i (r , z ) , offering
an extra nonlinearity on the second order. In contrast, when the laser intensity is
sufficiently high and/or a long enough  a / d , 1  exp( ka / d a / d )  1 , giving an
effective zeroth-order dependence. In the intermediate region, the effective order
value would be varying continuously between 0 and 2.
Quantitatively, as illustrated by Figure 4-3A, the total intensity-dependent
nonlinearity order,  , of MPAI and MPDI signals would be


2ka / d a / d
2
exp( ka / d a / d )  1

(7)

which is between 2 and 4. Based on similar analysis, the signal for cyclic transitions
described in Eq. (6) would display nonlinearity with an order value between 2 to 6.
Conceptually different from the conventional virtual-state-based nonlinear processes
such as SHG and CARS [38-41], the molecular-switching-based nonlinear effects
described by Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) are created by population transfer kinetics between
long-lived states in a sequential manner.
Experimentally, we verify the high-order nonlinear intensity dependence of
both the MPAI signal (with PA-GFP) and the MPDI signal (with two Dronpa variants:
Dronpa-3 and Dronpa-1). As shown in Figure 4-3B&C&D, nonlinearity orders are
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observed between 3.1 and 3.8 for the corresponding optical highlight proteins inside
E. coli cells with the experimentally applied laser intensities and pixel dwell times of
activation (for MPAI) or deactivation (for MPDI). These measured values of
nonlinearity orders are consistent with the theoretical prediction (Eq. 7) of an overall
nonlinearity order between 2 to 4.

A

B

C

D

Figure 4-3. Nonlinear dependence of MPAI and MPDI signals on laser intensity. (A) The
theoretical dependence of the signal on the laser intensity. The order of nonlinearity change from the
4th order to the 2nd order as the laser intensity increases. The experimental MPDI signal from Dronpa3 (B) or Dronpa-1 (C) expressed E. coli cells shows a 3.1-order (B) or 3.8-order (C) nonlinear power
dependence on the applied range of the 920nm laser power. (D) The experimental MPAI fluorescence
signal from PA-GFP expressing E. coli cells shows a 3.4-order nonlinear power dependence on the
geometric mean of the 830nm (for activation) and 920nm (for imaging) laser powers.
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4.2.1.6 Better contrast originated from higher-order nonlinearity
We can now analyze S/B for MPAI and MPDI images. Based on Eqs. (1), (3)
and (5), we can express S/B of final images as

  C (r, z)1  e


  C (r, z)1  e


S
 
 B  MPAI / MPDI

Vin 0

Vout 0

ka / d a / d

S

B

ka / d a / d

I (r, z, t ) d t dV
I (r, z, t ) d t dV
2
i

2
i

(8)

To quantify the above S/B, we need to analyze how the laser intensity is
distributed within the scattering sample when the depth-limit is reached for regular
fluorophores as defined in Eq. (1). The fluorophores are often distributed throughout
the 3D sample such as transgenic animal tissues with extensive FP expression. Thus,
the number of out-of-focus fluorophores in the ground state is almost always ordersof-magnitude larger than that of the in-focus ones:



Vin

CS (r , z ) d V



Vout

CB (r , z ) d V  1

(9)

2
Therefore, when the depth limit is reached in Eq. (1), the excitation beam I (r , z ) at

the focus will have to be much more intense than the out-of-focus counterpart to result
in similar level of fluorescence despite the scattering loss experienced by the laser
beam.
As discussed earlier, the overall intensity-dependent nonlinearity order
(between 2 and 4) of MPAI and MPDI signal is higher than the regular two-photon
2
microscopy. Thus, when coupled with more intense I (r , z ) at the focus as the depth

limit is reached in Eq. (1), the higher-order nonlinearity of MPAI and MPDI should
exhibit a stronger discrimination against the out-of-focus background. Extra order of
nonlinearity should obtain more localized spatial information, which is also supported
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by the insight that the population transfer should occur predominantly within the focal
volume rather than in the background. Therefore, when imaging at the depth limit
defined in Eq. (1), (S / B) MPAI / MPDI should be much higher than unity, improving
image contrast and extending the achievable imaging depth of two-photon
microscopy. We note that our new concept works within the limit of Eq. (9) which
could eventually break down when the excitation beam profile becomes significantly
distorted in deep tissues.
4.2.2 Implementation of Super-Nonlinear Fluorescence Microscopy with
Optical Highlighter FPs
4.2.2.1 Multiphoton Activation and Imaging (MPAI) with Photoactivatable FPs
Photoactivatable FPs include several fluorescent proteins that can be
genetically encoded and fused to other proteins of interest for in vivo imaging of cells
and animals, such as PAGFP [42], PAmRFP1-1 [43], PAmCherry1[44], PATagRFP
[45] et al. Photoactivatable green fluorescent protein (PA-GFP) is the first member of
this family of optical highlighters. PA-GFP originally stays in the dark state, and must
first be activated by near UV light to transform into the bright state which is then
readily excited to emit green fluorescence. As shown in Figure 4-4A, PA-GFP can be
turned on by two-photon activation in the 750~850 nm range, and the resulting bright
state can be readily imaged in the 900~950 nm range [46].
We densely embed PA-GFP expressed E. coli cells in 2% agarose gel chunk to
make a high-scattering tissue phantom. E. coli cells expressing regular GFP are used
as a reference and they are packed in the agarose gel with the same density based on
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the OD600 value. As shown in Figure 4-4B, the two-photon imaging of regular GFP
shows overwhelming out-of-focus background at a depth of 100m when excited at
920 nm, which is around the two-photon absorption peak of GFP. Contrarily, in a
MPAI experiment, after two-photon activation at 830 nm and then two-photon
imaging at 920 nm, the final image in Figure 4-4C display a much higher contrast at
the same depth. Thus, we have experimentally demonstrated the ability of MAPI in
extending the fundamental imaging-depth limit of two-photon fluorescence
microscopy.

A

B

C

Figure 4-4. Experimental demonstration of MPAI with PA-GFP. (A) PA-GFP could be activated by
a pulsed laser at 830 nm to its bright state, which could be further excited by a 920 nm pulsed laser to
emit fluorescence. Deep imaging comparison for 3D turbid samples made of E. coli cells expressing
free regular GFP (B) or PA-GFP (C), embedded in 2% agarose gel. While the out-of-focus background
is overwhelming when imaging E. coli expressing regular GFP at a 100 µm depth inside the gel, MPAI
with PA-GFP at the same depth offers a satisfactory image contrast. E. coli cell densities were kept
consistent between these samples.
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4.2.2.2 Photoswitching Kinetics of Dronpa-3 is Dependent on Two-Photon Light
Intensity
Dronpa and its closely-related mutants Dronpa-2 and Dronpa-3 are among the
first discovered and best studied reversibly photoswitchable FPs [28, 30, 47]. Here we
choose to use Dronpa-3 from the reversibly photoswitchable FPs for demonstration,
as Dronpa-3 exhibits a much higher quantum yield of bright-to-dark switching when
compared to the original Dronpa (5.3× 10−3 vs. 5.3× 10−4). Like most photoswitchable
FPs, Dronpa-3 is initially in its bright state when being expressed inside live cells and
animals. As shown in Figure 4-5A&5B, irradiating Dronpa-3 at 488 nm will generate
bright fluorescence emission in the green channel. However, prolonged 488 nm
illumination converts Dronpa-3 to a non-fluorescent dark state. Then irradiation at
405 nm efficiently recovers the original bright-state. The structural basis for its
photochromism is believed to be the cis-trans isomerization of the internal
chromophore, accompanied by a change in the protonation state [48].
We now test the intensity-dependence of the photoswitching kinetics of
Dronpa-3. Figure 4-5C shows the two-photon fluorescence images of Dronpa-3
expressing E. coli cells excited by a pulsed laser at 920 nm. We chose 920 nm
because it is the two-photon absorption peak of GFP [49]. Repeated scanning and
imaging over the same cells displays a graduate attenuation of the signal because of
the bright-to-dark switching. As expected, a higher laser power at 920 nm leads to a
notably faster kinetics of switching-off. In both tests, brief irradiation at 405 nm
subsequently recovers the original bright-state intensity. Hence, the bright-to-dark
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switching-off kinetics is indeed dependent on the two-photon excitation intensity at
920 nm. Similarly, we also confirmed that the dark-to-bright switching-on kinetics is
dependent on the two-photon excitation intensity at 830 nm. Therefore,
photoswitchable FPs offer the on-off molecular quantum states that are modulatable
by external two-photon light illumination.

Figure 4-5. Photoswitching characteristics of Dronpa protein. (a) Upon irradiation at 405 and 488
nm, Dronpa switches between dark and bright states in a reversible manner. Structures of the dark and
bright state are shown in grey (PDB: 2POX) and green (PDB: 2IOV), respectively. (b) Fluorescence
time course of Dronpa in aqueous buffer under the corresponding on-off illumination scheme of the
combined 488-nm and 405-nm lasers. The gray dashed line indicates the fluorescence background
level.

4.2.2.3 Multiphoton deactivation and imaging (MPDI) with Photoswitchable FPs
We propose to carry out MPDI: as shown in Figure 4-6A, making a
differential image before and after switching off the bright Dronpa-3 preferentially at
the focus volume. The pre-deactivation image of Dronpa-labeled sample, excited at
920 nm, would be the same as the image obtained with regular GFP described by Eq.
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(1). In contrast, the post-deactivation image will depend on the actual switching
kinetics.
Let us quantify the two-photon induced deactivation process and the
subsequent post- deactivation image. When Dronpa-3 is being illuminated by 920 nm
for a period of the pixel dwell time,  , in the deactivation scanning process, C (r , z )
in Eq. (1) would be decreasing with time. We now introduce a time-dependent

C (r , z, t ) as C (r, z, t )  C (r, z, t0 )(r, z, t ) where (t ) is the survival population which
follows a first-order chemical kinetics:





2
(r, z, t )  exp   920BD I920
(r, z, t )t 0  t  

(2)

with the rate constant being proportional to the product of two-photon absorption
cross section at 920 nm,  920 , the quantum yield of bright-to-dark switching,  BD ,
2
and I 920
(r , z ) of the 920 nm laser. As analyzed earlier for Eq. (1), the laser intensity at

the focus is much more intense than the out-of-focus counterparts at the imagingdepth limit. This would lead to a more efficient deactivation at the focus after the
switching scanning process: S (r, z, )  B (r, z, ) .
When Dronpa-labeled proteins of interest are relatively static during the frame
acquisition, we need to consider the spatio-temporal accumulation of the laser
illumination in out-of-focus background during the deactivation scanning. In this
scenario, while S of the signal remains the same as in Eq. (2), the effective time
duration of B will be longer than the actual pixel dwell time,  , by a factor, f (z ) ,
which would depend on the z-dependent laser beam area. Hence, the resulting signalto-background of the difference image between the pre- and post- deactivation images
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would become

S  S post
S
 pre

 
 B  MPDI B pre  B post

  C (r, z)1   (r, z, )I (r, z, t ) d t dV

  C (r, z)1   r, z, f ( z)  I (r, z, t ) d t dV


Vin 0

2

S

S

2

B

Vout 0

(3)

B

2
In the condition of weak deactivation, (r, z, t )  1   920BD I920(r , z, t )t , and we will

have the following approximation

I 2 (r , z )
1  S (r , z, )
Vin

1  B r , z, f ( z )   f ( z )  I 2 (r , z )





in

Vout

I 2 (r , z ) d r

out

I 2 (r , z ) d r

1

(4)

From the earlier analysis of laser intensity distribution at the depth limit defined in
Eq. (1), we have inferred that



in

I 2 (r , z ) d r   I 2 (r , z ) d r for any z.
out

Figure 4-6. Principle of differential imaging of photoswitchable fluorescent proteins. (a) For the
regular pre-switching image, when imaging deep into the scattering sample, substantial laser intensities
are distributed out of focus, generating background fluorescence that is comparable to or even higher
than the in-focus signal. (b) In the post-switching image, the in-focus photoswitchable fluorescent
proteins are switched off much more than those out of focus, creating a disparity of dark-bright states in
space. (c) The resulting difference image would lead to a significantly suppressed background and a
much improved imaging contrast.
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Consequently, as illustrated by Figure 4-6A, Dronpa-3 will be primarily
turned off at the focus in the post-deactivation image. The resulting difference image
would reject out-of-focus background much more than the in-focus signal. Therefore,
based on Eqs. (1), (3) and (4), we expect a much improved signal-to-background ratio
for the MPDI with Dronpa-3 than for regular fluorophores: S B MPDI  S B regular .
4.2.2.4 Tissue Phantom Demonstration of Multiphoton Deactivation and Imaging
(MPDI)
We then demonstrate MPDI on tissue phantoms made of live bacterial or
mammalian cells. Dronpa-3 expressing E. coli cells are embedded in 3D low meltingpoint agarose gel (2%). The resulting sample is highly scattering due to the packed
E.coli cells in 3D. In addition, the proteins in this sample are considered being static
during image acquisition, as the cells are stationary within the gel. As clearly
demonstrated in Figure 4-7A, the out-of-focus background is substantial for a quick
pre-switching scan at a depth of 250 μm. The corresponding near-unity S/B indicates
that this depth is close to the fundamental imaging-depth limit for regular
fluorophores. After performing one relatively slow (or multiple fast) deactivation
scanning at 920 nm, the post-deactivation image indeed became dimmer. The
difference image offers a satisfactory contrast with much reduced out-of-focus
background. We note that prolonged deactivation led to poor MPDI contrast due to
depletion within the whole sample. To demonstrate MPDI in mammalian cells, we
further constructed a “two-layer” composite sample in which a dense layer (120 μm)
of Dronpa-3 expressing E. coli cells serve as the “scattering” background and H2B-
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Dronpa-3 expressed HEK 293T cells on a coverslip are the targeted objects. As shown
in Figure 4-7B, the MPDI image is effectively free from out-of-focus background
generated from the E. coli cells in the “scattering” layer.

Figure 4-7. Experimental demonstration of multiphoton deactivation and imaging (MPDI) on
tissue phantoms. (A) For Dronpa-3 expressing E. coli cells packed in 3D, the regular pre-switching
image (at 920nm) is overwhelming at a depth of 250 μm. After performing a slow deactivation
scanning with a pixel dwell time of 160 μs, the post-deactivation image is dimmer. The difference
image (after auto-scaled) offers a much improved image contrast. (B) Similar contrast improvement is
observed for HEK 293T cells (transfected by H2B-Dronpa-3 plasmids) placed on a dense layer of
scattering E. coli cells expressing Dronpa-3.

4.2.2.5 Multiphoton activation and imaging (MPAI) with Photoswitchable FPs
Inspired by the spirit of MPDI demonstrated above, we now propose a
different but related technique: multiphoton activation and imaging (MPAI) with
RSFPs. As shown in Figure 4-6B, experimentally there are three sequential steps:
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first, switching Dronpa-3 in the entire sample volume of interest to the dark state with
a prolonged 488 nm illumination; second, preferentially activating Dronpa-3 from the
focus to the bright states by scanning the focal plane with a pulsed laser at 830 nm
with a pixel dwell time of ξ; third, taking a regular two-photon image at 920 nm.
We now quantify the MPAI procedure. After the multiphoton activation
process, C (r , z ) in Eq. (1) should be replaced by A(r , z ) , the concentration of the
Dronpa-3 in the activated bright state. Obviously, A(r , z ) would be the product of

C (r , z ) and the multiphoton activation yield,  : A(r, z)  C (r, z) (r, z, ) .  (t )
should follow a first-order chemical kinetics as
2
 (r, z, t )  1  exp   830DB I830
(r, z, t )t  0  t  

(5)

with the rate constant being proportional to the product of two-photon absorption
cross section at 830 nm,  830 , the quantum yield of dark-to-bright switching,  DB ,
2
and I830
(r , z ) of the 830 nm laser.

When RSFPs are static during the entire frame acquisition, we then need to
consider the spatio-temporal accumulation of the activated fluorophore in out-offocus background during the raster scanning. Similar to the MPDI, the effective
activation time for  B will be longer than the actual pixel dwell time, ξ, by the factor
of f (z ) . Hence, the subsequent MPDI image at 920 nm would lead to a


S
 
 B  MPAI

  C (r, z) (r, z,  ) I (r, z, t ) d t dV


  C (r, z) r, z, f ( z)   I (r, z, t ) d t dV
Vin 0

Vout 0

B

S

S

B

2
920

2
920

(6)

Taking into account the behavior of (t ) and  (t ) in Eqs. (2) and (5), we can
see that the structure of Eq. (6) for MPAI is identical to Eq. (3) for MPDI. Following
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the same arguments as in Eqs. (3) and (4), we arrive at the conclusion that

S BMPAI  S BMPDI  S Bregular

(7)

4.2.2.6 Tissue Phantom Demonstration of Multiphoton Activation and Imaging
(MPAI)
We prepared tissue phantoms by embedding the fluorescent protein expressing
E. coli cells in 3D agarose gel. The resulting sample is highly scattering due to the
densely packed E. coli cells. The Dronpa-3 in this sample are considered static, as the
cells are stationary within the agarose gel. As shown in Figure 4-8A, the out-of-focus
background is overwhelming for the regular two-photon images of the Dronpa-3
(bright state) expressing E. coli cells at a depth of 140μm. A brief 488nm laser
illumination efficiently switched off Dronpa-3 completely in the sample volume. After
that, two-photon activation by scanning with an 800nm pulsed laser and subsequent
two-photon imaging with a 920nm pulsed laser resulted in a remarkable image
contrast of cells at the focal plane. We note that over-activation (with too strong
800nm laser or too slow scanning) led to poor MPAI contrast. The result on H2BDronpa-3 transfected HEK 293T cells in the “two-layer” sample, shown in Figure
4-8B, also proves a much lower background and improved contrast for chromosome
features inside the cell nucleus. Thus, we have demonstrated MAPI in providing
superior contrast and hence deeper penetration of two-photon microscopy for
scattering samples.
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Figure 4-8. Experimental demonstration of multiphoton activation and imaging (MPAI) on tissue
phantoms. (A) For Dronpa-3 expressing E. coli cells mixed with polystyrene beads packed in 3D, the
background in the bright-state image (at 920nm) is overwhelming at a depth of 140μm. A brief 488nm
laser illumination converted Dronpa-3 in the volume of interest completely to the dark state.
Afterwards, a relatively weak 800nm pulsed laser with a pixel dwell time ξ=80 μs was used to activate
Dronpa-3 prior to the subsequent two-photon imaging at 920nm. The resulting MPAI image reveals
features that are buried in the original image of the bright state. (B) Similar contrast improvement is
observed for HEK 293T cells (transfected by H2B-Dronpa-3 plasmids) placed on a 120μm-thick layer
of Dronpa-expressing E. coli cells.

4.3

Conclusion
To summarize, we have theoretically and experimentally demonstrated

molecular-switch-mediated nonlinearyity for two-photon fluorescence microscopy.
Most notably, its high-order nonlinearity is rooted in the population transfer kinetics
from or into the real states, which is profoundly distinct from the conventional
multiphoton microscopy whose nonlinearity stems from the (almost) simultaneous
interaction of incident photons via transiently lived virtual states. Due to the longlived nature of the molecular switches, the incident photons can operate temporally
and the nonlinearity effect could accumulate up to 6th order as the population is
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cycling between these states.
The techniques of MPDI and MPAI are implemented with photoactivatable
and photoswitchable FPs to extend the fundamental imaging-depth limit of twophoton fluorescence microscopy. Radically different from the existing approaches that
mostly focus on reducing sample scattering by tailoring the incident light wave, the
current work represents a molecule-based strategy that harnesses the special
photophysics of imaging probes themselves. In terms of practical performance, the
recently engineered new generation of RSFPs with high photon output, faster
photoswitching rate and different colors [36, 50, 51] has the prospect to further
improve MPDI and MPAI.
Both MPDI and MPAI are based on the insight that, I 2 (r , z ) at the focus is
much more intense than the out-of-focus counterpart despite of the scattering loss,
when the depth limit is reached for regular fluorophores as defined in Eq. (1). When
coupled to the photoswitchable on-off quantum states of photoactivatable and
photoswitchable FPs, such laser intensity disparity between the focal volume and the
out-of-focus volume translates to additionally nonlinear mechanism for discriminating
signal over background and hence extending the depth limit. As a result, although
MPDI and MPAI seem to adopt opposite approaches, the signal-to-background ratios
are comparable between MPDI and MPAI.
There is a notable difference between the performance of MPDI and MPAI.
The out-of-focus background rejection is performed numerically in MPDI, after
detection, rather than physically, before detection as in MPAI. Although the average
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position-dependent backgrounds are effectively canceled for every pixel between preand post- deactivation images, the shot noises from the two backgrounds add in
quadrature, which sets a limit for the distinguishable in-focus signal size for MPDI.
Therefore, without generating out-of-focus background at the onset, MPAI exhibits
much lower noise than MPDI.
It seems not to be a mere coincidence that photoactivatable and
photoswitchable FPs can play a key role both for breaking the diffraction-limited
spatial resolution and for extending the fundamental imaging-depth limit of
fluorescence microscopy. From the perspective of molecules (rather than laser waves),
both the coarse spatial resolution and the superficial penetration depth stem from the
difficulty of distinguishing identical emitters in three-dimensional space. By offering
the unique on-off switching of molecular quantum states, photoactivatable and
photoswitchable FPs seem to be capable of circumventing both resolution and
penetration limits.
4.4

Experimental Methods

4.4.1 Multi-Photon Microscopy Imaging
All the two-photon fluorescence images were taken on a Leica TCS SP5 MP
inverted microscope equipped with a Mai Tai HP laser (690-1040 nm) and a HCX PL
APO CS 20X DRY microscope objective (N.A.=0.70). A non-descanned epi PMT
placed directly behind the objective was used for fluorescence collection in
combination with a 680SP emission filter. Images of fluorescent beads (Figure 4-1)
were taken under 840 nm with a pixel dwell time of 20 µs. Data in Figure 4-3A were
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taken under a pixel dwell time of 65 µs. Images of E. coli expressing regular GFP
(Figure 4-4B) were taken under 920 nm (65mW) with a pixel dwell time of 98 µs.
Images of pa-GFP E. coli (Figure 4-4C) were taken under 920 nm (65mW) with a
dwell time of 200 µs after 3 frames of two-photon activation under 830 nm (95mW)
with a dwell time of 98 µs. Images of Dronpa-3 E. coli (Figure 4-7A and Figure
4-8A) were taken under 920 nm (99 mW) with a pixel dwell time of 40 µs. For
Figure 4-7A, a slow deactivation scanning in x-y at 920 nm (99 mW) with a pixel
dwell time 160 µs was performed before taking the post-deactivation image. For
Figure 4-8A, an activation scanning in x-y at 800 nm (2.9 mW) with a pixel dwell
time of 80 µs were performed in prior to the subsequent imaging at 920 nm. The predeactivation images of H2B-Dronpa-3 transfected HEK 293T cells (Figure 4-7B)
were taken under 920 nm (99 mW) with a pixel dwell time of 40 µs. The postdeactivation image, after 40 frames of two-photon deactivation scanning at 920nm (99
mW), was taken under 920 nm (99 mW) with a pixel dwell time of 40 µs. Images of
H2B-Dronpa transfected HEK293T samples (Figure 4-8B) were taken under 920 nm
with a pixel dwell time of 40 µs. The two-photon activation was performed with 4
scanning frames of 800 nm (40 mW) with a pixel dwell time of 40 µs. Note that due
to the strong sample scattering of the prepared tissue phantoms, the actual laser power
reached at the actual focal plane is lower than the measured total power transmitted
through the microscope objective. All images were acquired with 512 by 512 pixels.
4.4.2 Sample preparation
In Figure 4-1, fluorescent beads were purchased from Invitrogen (F13080:
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blue/green 1.0 µm beads), mixed with 5% Intralipid (Sigma I141) which serves as the
scattering species, and then embedded in 2% agarose gel in three dimension. In live
bacteria imaging experiments presented in Figure 4-3, PA-GFP (Addgene plasmid
11911) and rsEGFP (Abberior) were expressed in BL21 E. coli strains, and Dronpa-3
and Dronpa-1 expressing E. coli cells were prepared as previous reported [37], and
then harvested by centrifugation, resuspended and embedded inside an imaging spacer
using 2% agarose gel. The imaging spacer (Sigma S7935) was pasted between two
pieces of micro coverglass (VWR 48393-220). E. coli densities of different samples
were calibrated based on OD600 measurement to achieve the consistent scattering
effect. In live bacteria imaging experiments presented in Figure 4-7&Figure 4-8,
Dronpa-3 E. coli were embedded inside an imaging spacer using 2% agarose gel with
or without non-fluorescent polystyrene beads (0.9 µm diameter in average from
Sigma-Aldrich

CLB9). In the HEK 293T mammalian cell imaging experiments

presented in Figure 4-7&Figure 4-8, “two-layer” composite samples consisting of a
background layer and a target layer were prepared as follows. An imaging spacer with
a 120 µm thickness (Sigma GBL654004) was first pasted onto a piece of micro
coverglass (VWR 48393-150). Inside the spacer, 10 µL of Dronpa-3 E. coli in 2%
agarose gel together with non-fluorescent beads serving as the scattering background
was added. This background material was then sealed inside the spacer by a 35-mm
glass bottom petri dish on the top. The imaging target objects, HEK 293T cells, were
cultured on the petri dish and transiently transected with H2B-Dronpa-3 plasmids
which were constructed as reported previously [37].
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Chapter 5
LIGHT-DRIVEN FLUORESCENT TIMER

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*The content of this chapter has been prepared in
1.
Xinxin Zhu, Ya-Ting Kao, Fang Zu, Luyuan Zhang, Wei Min. “Light-driven
fluorescent timer”
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5.1

Introduction
Fluorescent proteins (FPs) have revolutionized life sciences by allowing direct

visualization of protein locations in live cells and organisms in a genetically encoded
manner. Since the original discovery of the wild type GFP, numerous derivatives with
various photophysical properties have been developed [1-3]. While the regular FPs,
such as GFP, YFP and RFP, have fixed and static absorption and emission spectra,
fluorescent timers (FTs) could change the color of fluorescence emission, such as
from green/blue to red, slowly over time due to the chemical maturation of their
chromophores in the presence of oxygen (Figure 5-1A). Such a unique property of
FTs thus enables simultaneous measurement of subcellular distributions and turnover
dynamics of proteins, revealing complex information along both spatial and temporal
dimensions. As such, FTs have emerged as a promising tool for studying biological
assembly, gene activity and protein homeostasis in a variety of cellular processes [48].
Proteins experience synthesis, folding, functioning and later on degradation
processes in live cells, that is so-called “protein lifetime”. Until recently, it is very
hard to achieve the real-time information about the ‘age’ of proteins at different
spatial locations inside live cells. However, this information is critical to monitor
intracellular events and organization pathways, especially protein homeostasis.
Protein homeostasis is the balance between the start, protein synthesis, and the end,
protein degradation [9]. Any disruption to protein homeostasis would cause cell
dysfunctions, such as toxic protein aggregates associated with neurodegenerative
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disorders et al [10].

“All constituents of living matter, whether functional or

structural, of simple or of complex constitution, are in a steady state of rapid flux.”
quoted by Schönheimer in 1942.

Figure 5-1. Principle of fluorescent timers (FTs). (A). Previously-described oxidation-induced FTs
change fluorescent spectra as a result of the post-maturation oxidation reaction of the chromophore
with cellular oxygen. The structures of Fast-FT [PDB ID code 3LF3] in blue and red states are shown
in blue and red color. (B). Light-driven FT making use of photoconvertible fluorescent protein, such as
mEos2, is driven to change fluorescent color by the photochemical reaction of the chromophore with
photons. The structures of mEos2 [PDB ID code 3S05] in green and red states are shown in green and
red color. (C). Scheme of timing the target protein age in live cells by illuminating light-driven FTs
weakly, chronically and uniformly.
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Previously, proteins are labeled by the radioactive material to study its age at
certain time by measuring the decay in its radioactivity [11]. This “pulse-chase” assay
is accurate and minimally perturbative but relatively complex and rarely environmentfriendly. What’s more, it is very hard to be scaled to multiple proteins. Consequently,
the “bleach-chase” method that employs fluorescent proteins is developed to study
protein turnover rate in a much easier way [12]. However, the “bleach-chase” method
requires a large amount of cells that gives out the average turnover rate of proteins in
many cells. The real-time ‘age’ information of individual proteins could be hardly
achieved in live cells. Fortunately, FTs were demonstrated to be a great potential tool
to study protein age and subcellular trafficking because the ratio of fluorescence
intensities of its second and first fluorescent states is proportional to protein age.
The first FT, known as DsRed-E5, was generated from the red fluorescent
protein drFP585 in 2000 [4]. DsRed-E5 showed great usefulness in studies of gene
activities, relative ages of organelles and cell differentiation. However, its tetrameric
form limits its application as protein fusion tag. Recently, mK-GO [7] and three
mCherry-based (Fast-FT, Medium-FT and Slow-FT) [5] monomeric FTs were
engineered. Those FTs could change their fluorescent color over time due to the
artificially slowed-down post maturation of their GFP-like chromphore: after the
chromphore was folded at the initiate state, extending the conjugated system
chemically causes the bathochromic shift of their emission wavelength [6, 13].
However, serious limitations still exist with these monomeric FTs: First, the initial
states of mCherry-based FTs emit blue fluorescence that is unfavorably in the strong
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auto-fluorescence window; Second, the fluorescence of mCherry-based FTs are
relatively of low quantum yield, especially the red fluorescence (Q.Y. : 0.05~0.09).
Very recently, a tandem FT consisting of both sfGFP and mCherry that have
differential maturation kinetics, was developed to capture fast cellular events [8]. But
two probes are required to fuse with the same target protein, which could potentially
hamper the normal protein folding, trafficking and cellular function. Last but not the
least, all previous FTs timing speeds are pre-determined by oxidation-based chemical
maturation [4-7]. Such a fixed timing speed presents a serious limitation to the general
applicability of the existing FTs, as it is almost impossible to match the wide range of
protein lifetimes in live cells.
Herein we present a new principle of FTs in which weak light, as opposed to
slow chemical oxidation, is introduced to drive the color conversion. Specifically, our
light-driven FT is built upon photo-convertible FPs whose absorption and emission
spectra could be shifted under external illumination of proper light (Figure 5-1B).
Photo-convertible FPs, such as PS-CFP, mKiKGR, mEos2, Dendra2, have been
utilized in many applications including super-resolution imaging [14], following
protein degradation [15] and cell lineage tracking [16]. Here we harness mEos2, one
of the brightest and most photo-stable member of the photo-convertible FPs family
[17], as the core of our new FT.
Compared to previous FTs, mEos2-based light-driven FT is monomeric, away
from cellular auto-fluorescence background, bright in both green (Q.Y. : 0.84) and red
states (Q.Y. : 0.66), photo-stable, and most importantly, optically tunable in its timing
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speed (Table 5-1), which makes it a universal “ruler” to time protein age in a wide
range. We will characterize this new fluorescent timer both in vitro and in vivo and
then apply it to image spatiotemporal distributions of a variety of proteins (H2B,
human cytochrome C oxidase, paxillin, huntingtin mutant, synaptophysin and
connexin 43) with different lifetimes and functions

Table 5-1. Comparison of Fluorescent Timers
Fluorescent Timer

DsRed-E5

mK-Go

FastTimer

MediumTimer

SlowTimer

TandemTimer

Light-driven
Timer

Quantum Yield (Green)

N.D.

N.D.

0.30

0.41

0.35

0.65

0.84

Quantum Yield (Red)

N.D.
50

N.D.
10

0.09
15

0.08
20

0.05
50

0.22
3

0.66
Variable

Characteristic Time / h

5.2

Results

5.2.1 General principle of light-driven fluorescent timer
When mEos2 expressing cells are cultured under extremely weak but
prolonged (>8 hrs) violet light (Figure 5-1C), the cumulated irradiation will cause βelimination of the green chromophore and incorporation of the His62 imidazole side
chain into the conjugated system [17, 18]. Such extension of the  system gradually
turns mEos2 into its red form. The passage of time can then be quantified by the
fluorescence intensity ratio between the converted state and the original one. Note that
the violet light has negligible effect on cell health, as the intensity is extremely low
(more than 106 times lower than typical confocal excitation intensity) and the
cumulated photon dose over the entire time course is comparable to that used in the
more common “instantaneous” photo-conversion mode [14-16].
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5.2.2 Characterization of light-driven fluorescent timer in vitro
We first quantified the timer performance of purified mEos2 under 403nm
light irradiation. As shown in Figure 5-2A&B, the fluorescence (Igreen) of mEos2 at
green state gradually decreases and the red state fluorescence (Ired) concurrently
increases with time. The 403nm light is so weak that the conversion process can be
stretched over hours. The photo-conversion process follows a first-order reaction in a
good approximation. For example, at the beginning of the photoconversion process, i.
e., when the 403nm light is weak or the irradiation time is short, the ratio between the
red peak fluorescence at 517nm and the green peak fluorescence at 579nm could be
described as:

Note 1: In vitro kinetics analysis of light-driven fluorescent timer:

This is a first-order kinetic process:
I green  N green  N 0  exp(-kUV tGR )
I red  N red  N 0  [1 - exp(-kUV tGR )]

Where N0 is the total number of mEos2 molecules at the beginning, Ngreen is the
number of mEos2 in the green form, Nred is the number of molecules in the red form,
kUV is the photo conversion rate constant which is a function of the conversion light
intensity and tG-R is the illumination time under 403nm light.
As a result,

ratioR/G  I red I green  exp (kUV tG  R ) - 1
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When photo conversion is relatively small in amplitude:

kUV tGR  1
exp (kUV tG R ) - 1  kUV tG R
ratio R/G  kUV tGR
which theoretically proves that the photo conversion of light-driven FT experiences a
first-order process when the conversion light intensity is low.
As expected, Figure 5-2C shows a linear dependence of red-to-green ratio on
the irradiation time for a given 403nm light power, which demonstrates that the redto-green ratio of mEos2 could precisely clock the light exposure time. To be
applicable in live cell imaging, little concentration dependence of FT is required.
Otherwise, the concentration dependence will make the interpretation of timing
information very unillustrated. Indeed, Figure 5-2C insert proves that mEos2 shows
consistent timer kinetics in spite of different concentrations.
We then investigated the dependence of mEos2 timer kinetics on violet light
intensity. We define the slop of the fitting line in Figure 5-2C as the conversion rate
under a particular light intensity. This conversion rate is expected to linearly scale
with the 403nm light intensity. To test this, we varied the 403nm laser power over
three orders of magnitude and then measured the corresponding conversion rates.
Their correlation is shown in Figure 5-2D with the slope being close to 1 in the loglog scale. Therefore, the timing speed of mEos2 FT could be adjusted to evaluate
cellular processes with a wide range of inherent kinetics. Such flexibility is hardly
achievable by the previous oxidation-driven FTs.
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Figure 5-2. Light-driven timer properties of mEos2 in vitro. (a) A time lapse emission spectrum
(peak at 517nm) of mEos2 (excited at 465nm) of the green state under a 405nm laser of 400 μW at
room temperature. (b) The corresponding time lapse emission spectrum (peak at 579nm) of mEos2
(excited at 525nm) of the red state. (c) The red-to-green fluorescence ratio of (a) and (b) exhibits a
linear dependence with the illumination time. The insert shows little dependence of photo-conversion
rate on protein concentrations. (d) Photo-conversion rate dependence of mEos2 on 403nm laser
intensity. The logarithm diagram is fitted linearly with a slope as 0.995.

5.2.3 Properties of light-driven fluorescent timer in E. coli
To test the mEos2-based timer behavior inside cells, we started with E. coli
expressed mEos2. Figure 5-3A shows the change of fluorescence from E. coli cells
under continuous illumination of 403 nm laser at three different powers. Before
conversion irradiation, E. coli cells show bright images in the green channel but dark
signal in the red channel. Such definable time zero provides a possibility for
synchronizing multiple cellular processes. By shining 403nm light on E. coli, cells
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gradually exhibit weaker green and stronger red fluorescence. We randomly picked
five cells under identical condition and measured the average fluorescence from each
cell. The red-to-green ratio of each cell almost linearly increased with time (Figure
5-3B). Consistent with the in vitro results described above, the conversion rates inside
cells exhibit linear dependence on the 403nm power (Figure 5-3C). Thus, by
adjusting conversion light intensity, this light-driven FT could measure fast processes
(~1 minute) as well as relatively slow ones (~2 hours). Even slower processes could
be timed by further reducing the power.

Figure 5-3. Light-driven fluorescent timer demonstrations in E. coli. (a) Photo-conversion and
wide-field imaging of E. coli cells expressing mEos2 were done under three 403nm laser intensity
(Blue at 1.74W/cm2, Red at 166 mW/cm2, Black at 8.44 mW/cm2). The ratio of the average
fluorescence from each E. coli cell in red channel divided by in green channel increases along with the
irradiation time. Five sets of ratios from five individual cells are plotted for each power condition. (b)
The green-to-red ratio images of E. coli under three 403nm laser intensity from (a). (c) The average
timer kinetics linearly increases with the 403nm laser power.

5.2.4 Performance of light-driven fluorescent timer in mammalian cells
To demonstrate the utility of light-driven FT in mammalian cells, we fused
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mEos2 with several different proteins of interest respectively and imaged their age
distribution in live cells. In the presence of protein synthesis and protein degradation,
the light-driven FT is still a good quantitative “ruler” to measure protein age (Note 2):
Note 2: In vivo kinetics analysis of light-driven fluorescent timer:

This is a simplified dynamic picture to describe the protein fate from synthesis,
conversion to degradation. We assume the same degradation rate for the two states:
dI green  dN green  k S dtGR - kUV N greendtGR - k D N greendtGR
dI red  dN red  kUV N red dtGR - k D N red dtGR

Solving the equation will give the final result as:
I green  N green 

I red  N red 

kS
 [1 - exp(-(kUV  k D )tG R )]
kUV  k D

k S kUV
kS
k

 exp(-(kUV  k D )tG R ) - S  exp(-k DtG R )
k D (kUV  k D ) kUV  k D
kD

ratio R/G  I red I green 

k S kUV  k S k D  exp(-(kUV  k D )tG R ) - k S (kUV  k D )  exp(-k DtG R )
k S k D  [1 - exp(-(kUV  k D )tG R )]

When the conversion amplitude is small:

ratioR/G 

kUV t
2

When the process reaches equilibrium:

ratioR/G  I red I green 

kUV
k
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For proteins with different turnover rates, conversion light intensities (0.8~22
mW/cm2), which are about 6~7 orders of magnitude weaker than typical confocal
excitation, are adjusted to match their respective lifetime (e.g., ~ 30 times stronger
403nm light was used for connexin 43 growth than for huntingtin aggregation).

Figure 5-4. Light-driven fluorescent timer demonstrations in mammalian cells. Confocal images
of mEos2 in the green and red forms are shown in the first two columns. The red-to-green ratio images
are shown in the right column, with the color variations indicating the location dependent protein age
distributions in HEK 293T cells. (A) H2B-mEos2 (B) Mitochondria-mEos2 (Human cytochrome C
oxidase) (C) Paxillin-mEos2 (D) Huntingtin Q94-mEos2.
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Figure 5-5. Continued with Figure 5-4. DIC images (left), ratio images (middle) and overlap of DIC
and ratio images (right) of H2B-mEos2 (A), Mitochondria-mEos2 (B), Paxillin-mEos2 (C), HuntingtinmEos2 (D) indicate the relatively healthy condition of cells after violet light conversion of various long
time.

Figure 5-4A shows the images of cells expressing H2B fused with mEos2.
Since H2B exists stably in cells with a relatively long lifetime [19], it’s more likely to
exhibit homogeneous ages within one cell but not among cells. Among the five cells
in the ratio image of Figure 5-4A, each has one distinctive pseudo color. The
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spectrum of nucleus indicates cell ages ranging from young (green nucleus) to old
(red nucleus).

Besides quantifying the intercellular age phenomenon, we also demonstrate
the timing of intracellular protein age by fusing human cytochrome C oxidase,
paxillin and huntingtin mutant with this light-driven FT. Mitochondria play a pivotal
role in cellular energy production, oxidative stress and apoptosis, and their functions
are normally evaluated by measuring membrane potential, pH regulation or Ca2+
signaling. Figure 5-4B maps out the average age of individual mitochondria within a
cell. Age heterogeneity is clearly observed across the mitochondria population, which
might be associated with the rapid fission and fussion dynamics of mitochondria [20].
In an even smaller scale, we also evaluate the application of light-driven FT on a cellskeletal associated protein -- paxillin (Figure 5-4C). Paxillin serve as an adaptor
protein involved in the assembly and disassembly of focal adhesion through
interacting with cytoskeletal and signaling protein [21]. The big paxillin cluster
exhibits yellow color, whereas the small dots exhibit green color. Thus, our timer
images are suggestive of the growth pattern of paxillin clusters. Next, we made use of
our new FT to shed light on the complex aggregation dynamics of huntingtin mutant
(poly-glutamine repeats) in live cells [22, 23]. The ratio image in Figure 5-4D depicts
the color gradient from the center (more red) to the outer layer (more green) of a polyglutamine aggregate, suggesting the core is aggregated earlier and then wrapped by
younger proteins recruited onto the outer ring.
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5.2.5 Trafficking vesicle transport in neuron cells by light-driven FT
FTs are very promising tools for monitoring protein trafficking, particularly,
vesicle transport, inside live cells. Due to their highly polarized cell morphology,
neuron cells require energetic intracellular transport to recycle proteins, mRNA and
synaptic vesicles between soma and synapse [24]. Synaptophysin is a major
transmembrane protein covering synaptic vesicles which makes it a good bio-marker
for synaptic vesicles [25]. Although the exact functions of synaptophysin in live cells
have not been determined, it has been suggested that synaptophysin may involve in
the formation of synaptic vesicles [26], stabilization of synapses [27] and endo/exocytosis of neurotransmitters [28, 29]. By labeling synaptophysin with mEos2 in
primary hippocampal neurons, we could track the temporal evolution of how vesicles
are first synthesized in soma and then transported away through the axon (Figure
5-6A, B & C).
As shown in the ratio image of Figure 5-6D, starting from the soma, the
vesicles are green, indicating its young age. Further down following the axon,
vesicles’ color gradually turned from green to yellow. In the furthest end from the
soma, the vesicles appear dark red, implying that they are synthesized long ago. Such
a transition in the vesicle-dependent age along the axon is consistent with the fact that
the synaptic vesicles are first synthesized in soma and then transported to the distal
sites through axon [30]. Technically, thanks to the optical tunability of our lightdriven FT, such a relatively fast transport process within 3 hours is captured, which
would be difficult for the previous oxidation-based FTs.
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Figure 5-6. Spatio-temporal distribution of synaptophysin in live neuron cells. SynaptophysinmEos2 expressing neuron cells are cultured under homogeneous and weak 405 nm light for ~ 3 hours.
Fluorescence images of synaptophysin-mEos2 are captured in the green (a) and red (b) channels,
respectively. The neuron cell shows the healthy condition in the DIC image (c). The vesicles carrying
synaptophysin are distributed in the axon exhibit position-dependent ages. In the ratio image (d), the
vesicles just newly transported out of the soma show more green fluorescence (pointed by asterisks),
while the vesicles further away from the soma show yellow (pointed by arrows) and red fluorescence
(pointed by arrow heads) gradually.

5.2.6 Demonstration on studying growth dynamics of connexin 43
Finally we determined the spatio-temporal distribution of connexin 43 in live
cells. Connexin 43 belongs to the human connexin family of 35 members that
assemble into gap junction plaques to enable intercellular coupling and
communications. As shown in Figure 5-7 & 5-8, connexin 43 shows color
continuously evolving from green, yellow to red. In Figure 5-7A, the “flower” style,
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in which the center is red rounded by yellow and green in the most outside, is
consistent with previous reports that the new protein would accrue onto the outer edge
of gap junction plaque and gradually migrate toward the plaque center [31].

Figure 5-7. Spatio-temporal distribution of Connexin 43 in live cells. Connexin 43-mEos2
expressing HEK 293T cells are cultured under homogeneous and weak 405 nm light for ~ 12 hours.
The perpendicular (a, b) and horizontal (c) views show its edge and surface image respectively. The
zoom-in images (d, e, f) demonstrate the asymmetric growth pattern of Connexin 43.

Figure 5-7B&C show the asymmetric growth pattern of connexin 43 which
could either elongate in both ends (Figure 5-7D) or mainly in just one end (Figure 57F). Interestingly, one piece of young connexin 43 even branches and grows out of a
much older gap junction plaque (Figure 5-7E). Compared to the previous pulse-chase
technique using chemical tags of FlAsH and ReAsH [32], the present light-driven FT
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is fully genetically encoded, and uncovers the location-dependent protein age in a
temporally continuous manner.

Figure 5-8. DIC images (left), ratio images (middle) and overlap of DIC and ratio images (right) of
Connexin 43-mEos2 shows healthy growth condition of cells under violet light illumination of various
long time.

5.3

Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated a novel design of FTs based on photo-

convertible FPs, which goes beyond the current FT design framework using chemical
maturation in the presence of oxygen. After in vitro characterization, we used it to
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map out the spatial distribution of protein ages of H2B, cytochrome C oxidase,
paxillin, huntingtin mutant, synaptophysin and connexin 43 both intracellularly and
intercellularly with a simple ratiometric measurement in a snap shot. Our design could
be readily applicable to other members of photoconvertible FPs such as Dendra2,
mKiKGR and PSmOrange. As more FTs with varied timing speeds and colors are
strongly desired [33], this light-driven FT offers a monomeric, bright, photo-stable
and the first tunable probe that can reveal not only the spatial location of a given
protein but also its temporal dynamics.
5.4

Experimental Methods

5.4.1 Plasmid construct
mEos2 bacterial expression vector, pRSETa-mEos2, was purchased from
Addgene (Plasmid 20341). For mammalian cell imaging, H2B-mEos2 plasmid was
constructed by replacing the EGFP fragment in H2B-GFP plasmid with mEos2 gene.
Synaptophysin-mEos2 plasmid was constructed by replacing the H2B fragment in
H2B-mEos2 plasmid with Synaptophysin gene. Huntingtin Q94-mEos2 was
constructed by replacing CFP gene with mEos2 gene in Huntingtin Q94-CFP
(Addgene Plasmid 23966).

H2B-GFP is a gift from Dr. Virginia Cornish.

Mitochondria-mEos2 (human cytochrome C oxidase subunit VIII), Paxillin-mEos2
(chicken), Connexin 43-mEos2 (rat) are generous gifts from Dr. Loren Looger.
5.4.2 Protein expression and purification
pRSETa-mEos2 was electroporated into BL21(DE3) Escherichia coli cells,
and then plated, colonies picked and grown in 500ml LB Broth media with Ampicillin
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at 37 oC in the shaker. After the culture reached 0.6~0.8OD, E. coli cells were induced
with 1 mM IPTG and then shaked at room temperature for 24-48hours. E. coli cells
were harvested, resuspended in the lysis buffer and broken down by the French press.
mEos2 protein was purified by His-tag affinity column and subsequent size-exclusion
chromatography as previously reported [34].
5.4.3 Time-lapse fluorescence spectroscopy
Photo conversion and fluorescence spectrum measurement of mEos2 solution
were alternately done in situ. 100μL mEos2 solution was sealed in the sub-micro
cuvette (NSG Precision Cells) sitting in the chamber of the Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific). A home-built photo conversion system was
constructed outside of the Fluorolog-3 chamber. The photo conversion system sent out
a 403nm laser beam (Coherent Cube) which was focused by a cylindrical lens and
then entered the Fluorolog-3 chamber. The 403nm laser beam formed a square shape
and went through the side window of the sub-micro cuvette to illuminate the whole
100 μL solution inside. After desired photo conversion time reached, the 403nm laser
beam would be blocked outside of the chamber and the fluorescence emission
spectrum would be scanned on the photo converted mEos2 solution. For green
fluorescence emission spectrum, mEos2 solution was excited at 465nm with 2nm slot
width and fluorescence was collected from 490 to 700nm with 5nm slot width; for red
fluorescence emission spectrum, mEos2 solution was excited at 525 with 2nm slot
width and fluorescence was collected from 545 to 700nm with 5nm slot width. Then
the 403nm photo conversion would be continued after that. The intensity of the
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403nm laser beam was adjusted by a neutral density (ND) filter. Four different
intensities of the 403nm laser beam were used: 135, 13.6, 1.33, and 0.135 mW/cm2.
Under the illumination of the 403nm laser beam with the intensity of 0.4 mW/cm2,
mEos2 in buffer solution (Na2HPO4: 50mM, NaCl: 200mM, pH=8.0) with three
different concentrations was measured: 2.64, 5.27, and 10.54 μM.
5.4.4 E. coli imaging
mEos2 expressing E. coli was cultured by following the same protocol as
described in the above protein expression and purification, but in a small scale (5mL
LB Broth media). After harvesting, the pellet was suspended into 2% agarose and then
embedded inside the imaging spacer between two pieces of coverslips. The photo
conversion and imaging of E. coli cells were alternately done in situ on a home-built
wide-field fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX 71). Three lasers were used: 403nm
laser (Coherent Cube) for photo conversion, 488nm (Coherent Sapphire) for green
channel imaging, and 543nm (Thorlabs HeNe laser) for red channel imaging. Three
lasers were combined, collimated and then tightly focused at the center of the back
aperture of the objective (UPlanSAPO, 100, oil immersion, N.A.=1.40, Olympus) to
create a wide illumination field. The green channel consists of dichroic mirror
(FF458-Di02, Semrock) and band pass filter (HQ 525/50, Semrock). The red channel
consists of dichroic mirror (FF552-Di02, Semrock) and band pass filter (HQ 600/60,
Semrock). The 403nm laser went through the green channel to convert the sample on
the stage. During the conversion, the imaging module consisting of the 488nm,
543nm lasers and EM CCD camera (Hamamatsu) was off work. After certain time of
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photo conversion, the 403nm laser was blocked. Sequentially, the 543nm laser was
sent into the red channel and the camera would be turned on to take images, and then
488nm sent into the green channel and images took. After that, the imaging module
was off work and 403nm laser was sent in to continue photo-converting E. coli cells
on the stage. Three different intensities of the 403nm laser beam were used:
1.74W/cm2, 166 mW/cm2, 8.44 mW/cm2.
5.4.5 Mammalian cell culture with photo-conversion
HEK 293T cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10% FCS, 1% P/S at 37 oC with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. The
plasmids were transfected into cells by the FuGene6 transfection reagent (Roche).
After 2 hours, the cells started to be illuminated by 405nm laser light while still
culturing in the incubator. The illumination system was home built including a 405nm
laser module (MeshTel, 5mW), an expanding telescope and several ND filters which
could provide adjustable collimated light. The homogeneous light beam (with a
diameter of 0.5~1 cm) illuminated cells on the culture dish from the bottom. Neuronal
culture preparations are described in the previous reference[35]. After the standard
calcium precipitation transfection, primary hippocampal neurons were cultured for 24
hours. Neuron cells were performed photo-conversion on the customized illumination
system just before confocal fluorescence imaging. Optimized 405nm light conversion
conditions for different proteins are as followings: H2B-mEos2 (3mW/cm2, 20h),
Mitochondria-mEos2

(11mW/cm2,

10h),

Paxillin-mEos2

(14mW/cm2,

24h),

Huntingtin-mEos2 (0.8mW/cm2, 48h), Connexin 43-mEos2 (22mW/cm2, 10h),
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Synaptophysin-mEos2 (1.8mW/cm2, 3h).
5.4.6 Confocal timer imaging
Just before imaging, mammalian cell culture media was changed into DMEM
(4.5g/L D-Glucose, L-Glutamine, 25mM HEPES) without phenol red. The cell
imaging was done on a commercial Leica TCS SP5 inverted microscope with a 63X
water objective (N. A. = 1.2) or 100X oil objective (N. A. = 1.43). The images were
captured in the sequential line scanning mode between green channel (488nm) and red
channel (543nm). This sequential scanning mode enables us to do confocal imaging in
both green and red channels at the same time (thus avoiding any sample movement)
without fluorescence leakage or crosstalk between the green channel and the red
channel. The images were analyzed by ImageJ software and Adobe Photoshop. The
ratio images were produced according to previous reported method [8].
5.5
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK OF
BIO-OPTICAL IMAGING TECHNIQUES
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6.1

Summary of Bio-Optical Imaging Techniques Based on Molecular

Switching
Fluorescence imaging technology has achieved tremendous development that
enables the deep understanding of life science. One major factor of this great
development is the discovery of various new fluorescent probes. The four
fluorescence imaging techniques we have developed are all based on the unique
features of unconventional fluorescent probes. Firstly, the dark-state imaging
technique makes use of the triplet state of fluorescent molecules to sensor the
environment differentiation by recording the fluorescence abnormal phase advance
(FAPA) signal through modulating excitation laser intensity in relatively low
frequency (resonant with triplet state lifetime). FAPA is induced by the dynamical
hysteresis of the dark states. As a result, the best FAPA signal will be generated by the
“crappy” fluorescent dyes that has high intersystem crossing rate and emits relatively
dim fluorescence, consequently, rather than the normally favorable fluorescent dyes
that have high quantum yield and are extremely bright. So, by using the “crappy”
fluorescent dyes, dark-state imaging technique based on FAPA could map out
environment around fluorophores. Secondly, genetically-encoded viscosity sensor
takes advantage of the change of fluorescence decay rate of photo-switchable
fluorescent proteins caused by the viscosity friction applied on fluorescent proteins’ βbarrel structure. Indirectly through the β-barrel structure, the environmental viscosity
impedes the switching mechanism of the chromophore inside photo-switchable
fluorescent proteins. In this way, the viscosity inside live cells could be imaged by
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labeling protein of interest with photo-switchable fluorescent proteins. Thirdly,
corresponding to super-resolution imaging techniques, photo-activatable and photoswitchable fluorescent proteins could extend imaging penetration depth by providing
additional molecular states. These additional molecular states are relatively long
lifetime than the transient state in normal nonlinear optical processes and thus make
the higher-order nonlinearity process more easily be implemented. This higher-order
nonlinearity essentially increases the imaging penetration depth. Last but not the least,
by shining with conversion light of low intensity, photo-convertible fluorescent
proteins could be used to time protein ‘age’ in live cells as a light-driven fluorescent
timer. Light-driven fluorescent timer could tune its timing speed to match various
cellular processes with different speeds.
Unlike the conventional fluorescence imaging techniques, these four
techniques all take advantage of the switching mechanism between the fluorescence
process and additional states. In essence, this is a non-linear photo-physical process,
with higher-order nonlinearity than conventional fluorescence imaging technique, just
like super-resolution fluorescence imaging that is also a nonlinear optical process, in a
basic physical sense [1]. This is totally reasonable as science always evolves from
simple to complex that leads deeper insights into the nature world and more advanced
technology to serve human beings.
6.2

Outlook of Optical Imaging Technology
Due to the great features with optical microscopy, fluorescence imaging

microscopy is expected to meet the more and more challenging requirements in life
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science research [2]. For instance, optical microscopy has been haunted by the light
diffraction limit for a very long time. Recently, super-resolution imaging techniques
really break down this limit that greatly boosts the confidence of scientists to conquer
more imaging technique puzzles. Further progress in the optical imaging technology
will be expected to rely on critical thoughts on novel fluorescent probes, temporal
information recording, 3-D dimensional imaging including resolution and penetration
depth, imaging speed et al.
As an example of GFP, a new fluorescent probe will unexpectedly promote the
revolution in optical imaging techniques [3]. High quantum yield, high photo stability,
high selectivity and low toxicity are definitely desired features in designing new
fluorescent probes. What’s more interesting as demonstrated in the previous sections,
it’s the “nonlinear fluorescent probes” that adds extra semi-stable molecular state into
fluorescence process. Nonlinear fluorescent probes are more than just “one excitation
photon produces one fluorescence photon”. It could be “proton flux produces
fluorescence photons, like microbial rhodopsin [4]; or “chemical energy from binding
of the fluorophore to target molecules produces fluorescence photons”; even simpler,
“heat produces fluorescence photons”. For optical highlighter fluorescent proteins,
they normally require near-UV light to do activation or conversion (except Padron
and PS-mOrange). However, long time near-UV light exposure is toxic to cells in
some way. Relatively red-shifted light, like blue or green light, is desired to perform
activation and conversion in live cells. This will be extremely useful for light-driven
fluorescent timer as we could replace near-UV light with more cell-friendly light to
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perform the slow emission color conversion.
Fluorescence imaging is designed to provide spatial information of biological
events, however, the temporal information is largely unexplored due to the lack of
suitable timing probes. The development of fluorescent timer shines a light on
measuring protein ages. Due to the constant timing rate, an array of such proteins with
varied maturation times and colors is necessary to cover various cellular processes.
Complementarily, light-driven fluorescent timer has a great merit that its timing rate is
finely tunable by adjusting conversion light intensity. The principle of light-driven
fluorescent timer is very straightforward and inspiring: actually, any optical
highlighter fluorescent proteins with two different fluorescent states could be used as
a light-driven fluorescent timer – the ratio of the second fluorescent state to the first
fluorescent state during the intentionally-extended photo-activation/conversion
/switching process is an indicator of the time lapsed. To be noted, the ratio is the
average value in each pixel in the fluorescent image. To measure the age of single
protein molecule, more study on fluorescent timer is required.
3-D fluorescence imaging proposes new challenges to microscopists. Most
cellular structures are 3-D in nature and also molecular motions occur in 3-D. It
would provide much more comprehensive information if the 3-D image of the target
is available in a fast rate [5]. However, 3-D imaging is normally limited by the spatial
resolution in dimensions and the scanning speed. Super-resolution has achieved very
impressive lateral resolutions down to 20 nm. The axial resolution is still largely
unresolved, especially combined with the lateral resolution. STORM has been
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demonstrated to capture 3-D immunofluorescence images of with 20~30 nm in the
lateral dimensions and 50~60 nm in the axial dimension [6]. Although the time
resolution for 3-D STORM is relatively slow right now, the fast 3-D super-resolution
imaging in live cells could be expected in the near future. Besides the spatial
resolutions, the penetration depth in the scattering sample is another challenge in 3-D
imaging. The feasibility of achieving 3-D images in brain tissues would greatly
prompt the neuron science research. Super-nonlinear microscopy provides a great
potential tool to extend the imaging depth.
Faster imaging speed is another desirable feature of fluorescence imaging
microscopy. From confocal microscopy to two-photon excited fluorescence
microscopy, its scanning mode is point-by-point. It could provide high resolution and
imaging depth, but it is of low efficiency in acquiring 3-D images. Faster imaging
speed could be achieved with line scanning, or even light plane scanning. While point
scanning is a zero-dimension imaging mode, line scanning and light plane scanning is
a one-dimension and two-dimension imaging mode, respectively, which should be
much more efficient. The concern with higher-dimension scanning mode is the loss of
imaging resolution and depth. Fortunately, Bessel beam plane illumination
microscopy offers 3-D isotropic resolution down to ~0.3 µm with the speed of ~200
images per second. Meanwhile, Bessel beam plane illumination microscopy
significantly reduces photo-bleaching of fluorophores because it only irradiates
fluorophores in the illumination plane and also its high efficiency avoids multiple
exposures of fluorophores to the excitation light [7]. Future work on plane
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illumination microscopy would be to increase the whole illumination area for highthroughput imaging. In the other way, plane illumination microscopy could further
improve its axial resolution to ~100 nm that enables single-molecule imaging in live
cells.
One innocent thought about the perspective of fluorescence imaging technique
is that we could incorporate the power of computers into the optical imaging
technology development. So far, we have done extremely large number of work on
constructing supreme microscopic system, which is referred to as the hardware part,
to record the wanted signal. The software part, what is the computational algorithm to
extract the desired signal from the detected information and reconstruct the “hidden”
image, has been downplayed for a long time. The computer has been the most
powerful tool that human beings have ever developed. It should not be excluded from
the development of fluorescence imaging technology. Actually, every photon that
reaches the detector contains its life-path information from emitting, travelling to
being detected. As a result, although the fluorescence imaging in the scattering sample
at the imaging limit depth is overwhelmed by the background fluorescence, we could
develop an algorithm to perform de-convolution to extract the target fluorescence
from the background since emitted photons experience stochastic processes due to the
countless scattering before reaching the detector. Although human brain power is not
enough to solve this complex equations system, the computer should be capable of
doing this calculation.
Along with the progress in developing novel fluorescent probes, constructing
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innovative microscopic systems and developing powerful computational software,
optical imaging technique should further open the micro-scale world to scientists.
6.3
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